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where the bank descends to the small stream on the north west side of the Common. The sandy nature 

of the soils is shown by the deep erosion of the ditch 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Southborough Common is a rare historic landscape surviving from the Saxon period and 

probably with its origins much earlier in the prehistoric period. The Common is located on a 

ridge of rising ground extending south west from a main ridge between the Medway valley 

and the hills of the High Weald to the south. 

 

The Common formed part of the manorial „waste‟ (a term for unenclosed areas of land) of 

the manor of South, alias Southborough, a borough within the Norman territory of the Lowy 

(alias Lowey) of Tonbridge Castle. Before 1066, the area formed one of the dens of the manor 

of Wrotham which belonged to the archbishops of Canterbury. 

 

Owned by Southborough Town Council, who also retain the title of the „Lords of the Manor, 

the Common is managed on their behalf by the Kent High Weald Landscape Partnership. A 

management plan is in place/being drawn up with the aim to introduce active management 

to maintain and restore the Common. Significant areas of scrub clearance undertaken by 

teams of volunteers, mostly of the holly has opened up large areas, and in so doing has 

revealed areas of earthworks. A LIDAR image is also available for the site which shows 

significant areas of earthworks across the whole Common.  

 

The aim of the historic landscape and archaeological survey is to identify, record and where 

possible interpret historic features which contribute to the historic character of the Common. 

Historic feature such as hollow ways, ditches, banks, platforms and sunken areas can be 

found across Southborough Common. Together with the veteran trees and the historic 

buildings which ring the Common these tell the „story‟ of how the landscape has evolved 

and how it has been used in the past. 

 

 

Whortleberry Wood and Southborough Common viewed from the Wealden Way  
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TIME LINE FOR THE KEY EVENTS AT SOUTHBOROUGH COMMON 

 

Date Description Reference  
6th-9th centuries Swine pastures for the Manor of Wrotham in the Lathe of 

Aylesford 
Witney 1976 

1086 Lowy of Tonbridge established by Richard Fitz-Gilbert 
Southborough one of the boroughs in the Lowy overseen by 
a constable. Became a manor in its own right  

Hasted V 174 

43 Hen III Official Perambulation of the boundary of the Lowy Hasted V 175 

8Ed I Second Perambulation of Lowy to establish the liberties and 
privileges of the tenants between the Archbishop and Earl 
of Gloucester 

Hasted V 176 

13 Hen VIII Manor of South alias Southborough followed same 
ownership as that for Tonbridge Castle until Edward 
Stafford Duke of Buckingham was attainted for treason and 
executed. Property confiscated by Crown 

 

14 Hen VIII Granted to Sir Thomas More, the Manor of South to hold in 
capite by knight‟s service 

Hasted V 228 

26 Hen VIII  Granted to George Bulleyn Viscount Rochford and brother 
of Anne Bolyen, who was then attainted for treason and 
being too familiar with his sister, thus executed 

Hasted V 229 

28 Hen VIII Manor of South then passed by Henry VIII to John Dudley 
Earl of Warwick 

 

3 Ed VI Earl of Warwick then regrarnted the Manor of 
Southborough (alias South Tunbridge Capel, Speldhurst 
and Pepenbury) to the Crown in return for other lands 

Hasted V 229 

Begin Eliz I 
reign 

In possession of Sir Richard Sackvyle  

19 E I Sackvyle alienated it to Thomas Smith of Westernhanger 
alias „Customer‟ Smith. Passed by will to  2nd son Sir 
Thomas Smith of Sutton at Hone in whose descendents it 
passed to Sir Sidney Stafford Smythe, chief baron of 
Exchequer 

Hasted V 229 

1621-22 Rental of the Manor of Southborough KHLC U442 M67  

1778 Sir Sidney Stafford Smythe died without issue manor 
passed to his widow 

 

1790 Widow of Sir Sidney  Lady Sarah Smythe also died and left 
the Manor of South in Trust for her nephews and nieces 

 

c. 1791 William Hale and Others (Trustees) Lease Release and 
Conveyance of Manor of Southborough and Lands to  Rt 
Hon John Earl of Darnley 

KHLC U642 T19 

   

1817 Earl of Darnley sold to James Alexander including common 
of 103 acres and all the timber thereon and timber valued at 
£4070. 

KHLC TR 2487-1 

1818 Rt Hon John Earl of Darnley Release of Manor of 
Southborough to James Alexander MP 

KHLC U642 T19 

1822 Rental of the Manor of Southborough with additions in 1868 
by George Crundwell, bailiff of the manor. 

TR 2478-1-2 
Crundwell 
Memoranda 
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Continuation of Time Line 

 

Date Description Reference  
1830 Church of St Peter built on the Common by public 

subscription to a design by Decimus Burton 
A Guide to 
Tunbridge Wells 

1830 James Alexander M.P. Lord of the Manor of Southborough 
gave the land for the church 

1834 A Guide to 
Tunbridge Wells 

c. 1834 John Deacon recently purchases Mabledon and Rev Sir H C. 
Hardinge purchases Old Bounds from Lord Caledon 

1834 A guide to 
Tunbridge Wells 

1847 Alexander sells to John Deacon and Arthur Potts Manor of 
Southborough and the Common with other lands for £600 
and timber valued at £519. Common land = 89 acres 

KHLC TR 2478/1-2 

1861 Conveyance by William Woodgate and another to Charles 
Pott (of Bentham Hill) and another of  Manor of 
Southborough and Common  

List of Title Deeds 
STC Duplicate copy 
of Conveyance 

1865 Copy of Will and Codicils of Arthur Pott of Bentham Hill ditto 

1889 Conveyance of Whortleberry Wood Rev Sir H C Hardinge 
(of Old Bounds and Vicar of Tonbridge) Bart to John Deacon 
(of Mabledon). 

ditto 

1894 Copy of Will of Robert Pott (of Bentham Hill) ditto 

1933 Release of one moiety of The Manor or Lordship of 
Southborough W.H. Pott and others to R.B. Pott (of 
Bentham Hill) 

ditto 

1939 Appointment of New Trustees including John Francis 
William Deacon and others 

ditto 

!939 Conveyance of Manor of Southborough and Common R B 
Pott and J F W Deacon to J F W Deacon (of Mabledon)[But 
not The Windmill Plot]  

ditto 

1948 Conveyance Manor of Southborough and Common PH 
Middleton and another to Southborough Urban District 
Council [SUDC] 

Ditto 

1949 SUDC Scheme for the Regulation of Southborough 
Common under the Commons Regulation Act of 1899. Plus 
the drawing up of the byelaws. 

Ditto 

 Management Plan KHWLP 

2018 Heritage Survey as part of the Heritage Lottery Project KHWLP 
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PART 1. HISTORY OF THE LANDSCAPE OF SOUTHBOROUGH COMMON 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 Southborough Common is owned by Southborough Town Council and managed by 

the Kent High Weald Landscape Partnership on their behalf. A Community-led 

Management Plan for the site was prepared by KHLP and with teams of volunteers large 

parts of the Common have been cleared of the regenerating holly and rhododendron scrub, 

in order to encourage the wooded heathy communities. The clearance of the scrub, has 

revealed a wealthy of archaeological features, a number of which are also recorded on the 

LiDAR image for the site.1 

 

 The author was commissioned by KHLP to undertake a Level 2 Historic Landscape 

and Assessment Archaeological of the site, which included where possible the ground-

truthing of features seen on the LiDAR image. This report is the result of that survey. The 

aim of it is to tell the story of the Common, to identify heritage features which are a part of 

that history and to guide future management of the site. 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Southborough Common from the air showing the wooded nature of the Common  

[Source Google Earth 2015] 

 

 

                                                           
1 Weald Forest Ridge Landscape Partnership. Historic Environment Awareness Project 2008-2011. East Sussex 
County Council www.eastsussex.gov.uk/environment/archaeology/download 

Modest Corner 

Whortleberry Wood 

St Peter’s Church 

Cricket Pitch 
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Bentham Farm 

Bentham Hill 

Site of New Bounds 

Enclosed Wood by 

The Park, with gill 

http://www.eastsussex.gov.uk/environment/archaeology/download
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Southborough Common includes the unenclosed areas of common, Whortleberry Wood, an 

area of enclosed woodland to the south and also a small pasture field to the west called 

Doctors Field.2 This field survey has concentrated on the woodland and common.  

 

 
Figure 2. Location of Southborough Common 

 

1.1. Designations3 

 The Common is a registered common with its own bye-laws administered by 

Southborough Town Council who are also the Lords of the Manor of Southborough. It was 

registered in 1949 as part of the Commons Regulation Act of 1899. 

 

The Common is covered by a number of designations. It lies within the High Weald Area of 

Outstanding Natural Beauty and also in the High Weald Special Landscape Area. The site 

forms the TW27 Southborough Common Local Wildlife Site.  

 

It forms part of the Southborough Conservation Area and lies within the Metropolitan 

Green Belt. Thus is subject to Planning Policies set by Tunbridge Wells Borough Council. 

The Southborough Conservation Area Appraisal was undertaken by Tunbridge Wells 

Borough Council in August 2003. The Conservation Area is centred on the Common and its  

immediate bounding development (1969) and then extended in 1990 to include the northern 

and southern approaches. 4 

                                                           
2 Johnstone, I. 2017/18. Doctor’s Meadow. Work in progress. Southborough Society News. Winter. p14. 
3 See Section A of the Southborough Common Management Plan Draft for Consultation  2012-2017 for the full 
details 
4 Southborough Conservation Area Appraisal 2003. Tunbridge Wells Borough Council p2 1.12 

SURREY 

EAST SUSSEX 
ROMNEY MARSH 
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A number of the properties are located around the Common such as the smaller cottages at 

Modest Corner or the larger properties of Bentham Hill and Holden House, and include St 

Peter‟s Church on the Common itself. The buildings are not included in this survey. 

 

1.2. What is a Common ? 

 It is a popular misconception that common land is owned by the general public and to which 

everyone has unrestricted right of access. All common land is private property, whether the owner is 

an individual or a corporation. The owner of the common is normally the lord of the manor or his 

successor in title. Common in this context refers strictly speaking to rights rather than lands. 

Common land is land subject to rights of common, i.e. rights enjoyed by one or more persons to take 

or is part of a piece of land or of the produce of a piece of and which is owned by someone else. Those 

entitled to exercise such rights were called commoners. 5 

 

So whilst in the first instance the name implies that Southborough Common might be 

common to all and has always been; this is not so. Today what is „common‟ is the right of 

foot access and quiet enjoyment of the area.  

 

Oliver Rackham defines a common or wood-pasture common “as a piece of land (wooded or 

not) on which certain people, not the landowner, have rights to keep livestock of pasturage, sometimes 

to cut wood cutting (rarely timber). Some commons are wooded. Others are not.”6 

 

The common rights were managed through the Manor Courts where „fines‟ were paid and 

administered by manor stewards or bailiffs, in order that the rights were not abused such as 

grazing more than the allotted number of stock or for longer than allowed, or for cutting 

larger areas of turf or furze. By grazing and cutting, the vegetation cover of the common was 

maintained creating the varied habitats. 

 

There still are some properties around the Southborough Common which retain certain 

common rights. [See Section 4.1.]. The rights are attached to the property not the person. In 

the past the number of animals a person living in a property with common grazing rights 

depended on the amount of land that person had to keep the stock when not grazing the 

common. Those rights would general extend over a period when the common could sustain 

grazing, i.e. pigs during mast months, cattle in the summer. Rarely were stock over-wintered 

on a common.  

 

Commoners also could cut wood, furze, turf etc. for fuel but not cut timber i.e. standard 

trees or the bolings from pollards. The wood could be coppice or loppings from pollards. Or 

it could fodder such as holly, or bracken which was used for bedding.  

 

 

                                                           
5 The National Archives – Common Lands How to look for guides 2015. 
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/help-with-your-research/research-guides/common 
6 Rackham, O. 2007. Woodlands. Collins New Naturalist, p24. 

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/help-with-your-research/research-guides/common
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Today, a common is not as a few might think or believe a common to be, where anyone can 

remove, erect, dig or abuse the byelaws. For example at Southborough removing fish from 

Holden Pond, collecting acorns, holly or wood for either personal consumption or to sell 

have all occurred at Southborough in contravention of the Common‟s Byelaws. An outcome 

from this survey is aimed to increase the awareness to the general public of the importance 

of Southborough Common for its cultural heritage, its wildlife, and its landscape setting as a 

place which people can quietly enjoy, as has taken place for several hundred years. 

 

1.3. Background to and method of survey 

 Southborough Town Council is the owner of Southborough Common and also the 

Lord of the Manor. The management and administration of the common is undertaken from 

the Town Hall in Tunbridge Wells.   

 

A management plan for the Common has already been drawn up and a significant part of 

the plan involves the cutting and disposing of the scrub. In the past the action of grazing and 

cutting for fuel would have kept the scrub and tree growth in check. However today this is 

done by hand. Volunteers organised by the Kent High Weald Landscape Partnership have 

made significant inroads into large areas of the regenerating holly, to allow light back to the 

ground surface and allow oaks and beeches trees to regenerate.  

 

As part of the plan, a survey of the all the heritage features needed to be undertaken in order 

to assess the heritage resource and provide information on the history of the Common. 7 

This survey forms part of a wider suite of projects on the Common funded by the Heritage 

Lottery aimed at raising people‟s awareness of the cultural importance of this medieval 

survivor in the local landscape. 

 

This report is the result of the survey undertaken in the winter of 2017-2018. Using a LiDAR 

image derived from data obtained through a previous Heritage Lottery and English 

Heritage funded project for the Weald Forest Ridge, features were identified for ground-

truthing. The Common was walked along its paths and roads, and other features identified 

on the LiDAR were located and checked. Points were recorded using GPS at 3m accuracy 

and transferred to GIS mapping.8 

 

The Common was also being surveyed for features relating to access, such as sign posts, 

seats, information boards, paths and other „significant features‟, such as key habitat changes 

and veteran trees. This was undertaken by Neil Barnes 9  of Kent County Council and 

supplied as shape files.  

 

 

                                                           
7 The Survey comprised  a Level 2 Archaeological Assessment following Historic England and Chartered 
Institute of Archaeologists Guidance for archaeological surveys. 
8 GIS Mapping ArcGIS and ArcMap 9.3.2. 
9 Neil Barnes, Systems and Data Officer, Public Protection, Environment, Planning and Enforcement, Kent 
County Council 
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The main sources of archives, where held at the Kent History and Library Centre, the 

Southborough Society, Tunbridge Wells Museum and Southborough Town Council. [See 

page for list of key material]. 

 

A summary history has been produced, it was not one of the objectives to write a full history 

of the manor and its ownership, rather to lay out the key changes in ownership and identify 

the main sources which can then be used for more detailed research in the future. 

 

2. PHYSICAL LANDSCAPE 

  Southborough Common lies to the north west of the town of Southborough. It is 

bounded on the east by the London Road between Tunbridge Wells and Tonbridge. To the 

south east are the housing estates of the town and to the south west the grounds of Holden 

House. To the west the area comprises fields and the town cemetery, whilst to the north are 

the 20th century housing estates built on the site of New and Old Bounds Park. Effectively, 

the Common is surrounded on three sides by either roads or development; the open land to 

the west is a vital buffer for the ecological diversity and stability of the Common, allowing 

for movement of wildlife, such as bats and invertebrates. 

 

2.1. Topography 

 Southborough Common is located on a small ridge of land extending south west 

from a north south ridge of land, between streams which form part of the catchment of the 

River Medway. The ridge extends to Tunbridge Wells and formed a key landform along 

which people travelled for thousands of years to and from the Weald. It marks the eastern 

termination of an area sometimes called the Weald Forest Ridge. 10 

 

2.2. Geology 

 The underlying geology comprises Tunbridge Wells Sandstone, part of the Hastings 

Beds Formation, laid down in the Cretaceous period. In the valleys are outcrops of 

Wadhurst Clay, and Ashdown Beds. The ridges of harder stone have outcrops of the 

sandstone rocks such as at High Rocks on Tunbridge Wells Common. The sandstone is close 

to the surface on the ridges allowing for exploitation for buildings, an example being the 

quarry on the Common.  

 

2.3. Soils  

 The sandstone gives rise to very sandy and loamy soils, which are slowly draining 

and easily eroded. When cleared of trees and grazed or cultivated the soils can give rise to a 

heathy vegetation and hence the prevalence of the large areas of commons in the area of 

Tunbridge Wells. The soil type is formed of ;- 572i Curtisden Cretaceous and Jurassic Sandstone 

and siltstone. Silty soils over siltstone with slowly permeable subsoils and slight seasonal 

waterlogging.  Some similar well drained soils.  Some well drained coarse loamy soils over sandstone. 

Slumping locally.11 

                                                           
10

 www.highweald.org/about-the-high-weald-unit/our-projects/weald-forest-ridge.html 
11 Soil Survey of England and Wales 1986. Sheet 6 South East England 

http://www.highweald.org/about-the-high-weald-unit/our-projects/weald-forest-ridge.html
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Erosion does occur on the Common, where paths traverse the steeper slopes, they have 

become worn creating gullies or ditches. The ditch to the medieval wood bank around 

Whortleberry Wood is also deeply incised where it drops down to the stream on the western 

boundary of the Common. [See front cover image]. 

 

2.4. Vegetation 

 Today, deciduous woodland dominates the Common with an understory dominated 

by holly forming dense impenetrable areas. This has developed with the cessation in the 

grazing. Veteran oaks are located on the top of the Common, around the church and edges 

of the Common. Large beeches occur on the more sloping ground and are the dominate tree 

species in Whortleberry Wood. The woodland to the south is more diverse with oak and 

hazel. Bracken and holly dominate the understorey. There are areas of more open ground, 

with grasses and herbs. Birch occurs on the lower slopes towards Holden House. There are 

also two small group of Scots pine, planted in the 19th century as a landscape feature, and 

referred to locally as the „Pineys‟.12 See Section 4.3. for late 19th and early 20th century 

descriptions of the vegetation. 

 

2.5. Historic Landscape Character 

 The physical character of the landscape combined with human interaction with the 

environment has shaped Southborough Common and its environs. The Common is one of 

the few remaining unenclosed areas of the former woodland chase of South Frith which lay 

within the Norman Lowy of Tonbridge. The Common lay on the immediate north western 

side of the Lowy on rising ground through which ran a droveway from the crossing on the 

River Medway into the heart of the Weald. This ridge of higher ground linked further areas 

of common to the south at Tunbridge Wells and at Rusthall. In the adjacent valleys small 

farmstead settlements were established enclosing fields on the more fertile soils. A number 

of these farms grew in the post medieval period into fine country residences with their own 

parkland such as at Bounds to the north of Southborough Common (now covered with 20th 

century housing estates) and Bentham Place to the south (which still remains as parkland). 

To the west small farms remained at Modest Corner and Bentham Farm. Nonsuch Green 

once linked to the Common by the wide drove, has long since been developed, and forms 

part of modern Southborough.   

 

The unenclosed roads, and grass areas with areas of wooded common together with the 

wide verges and scattered settlement around its edges still give Southborough Common its 

historic character as a wooded common.  

  

                                                           
12 McCooey, C. Voices of Southborough and High Brooms. Tempus p 49. 
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3.  THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORIC CONTEXT 

 

3.1. Prehistoric and Roman [8,000BC-AD410] 

 There is no doubt that prehistoric communities traversed this area and exploited 

many of its available resources, from the early hunter-gathers of the Mesolithic period to the 

settled communities of the Iron Age. The availability of water from fresh springs, together 

with woodland and water courses, would have provided opportunities for hunting as well 

as gathering fruit, nuts and other vegetable matter. Stray worked flints and microliths dated 

to the Mesolithic period have been recovered from the Common. [Kent HER TQ 54 SE 9]. In 

the locality other worked flints have also been recorded. [Kent HER MKE74620] within 

Bentham Park and at Stockland Green [Kent HER MKE74625]. Further Mesolithic worked 

flints were recovered from small fields now the recreation grounds west of Brokes Wood 

[Kent HER MKE74652, MKE 74747; MKE 80207]. A Neolithic flint axe is recorded from 

Southborough about 250m from the southern tip of Brokes Wood [TQ 54 SE 4]. 

 

Archaeological survey and excavations to the east in the vicinity of Brokes Wood have 

revealed a significant number of prehistoric sites, especially iron working areas dated to the 

late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age. 13 It is highly probable that with detailed field work 

new prehistoric finds will be found across the Common,  

 

The mid to late Iron Age Hillfort at Castle Hill lies 3.5km due north east from Southborough 

Common. [Kent HER TQ 64 SW1] and may have been one of several hillforts in this part of 

Kent and Sussex which probably controlled the production of iron in this area as well as 

receiving iron from bloomeries deep into the High Weald. 

 

To date no evidence for Roman activity on the Common has been found.  However that is 

not to say that Romano-British people were not settled in the area and exploiting the 

resources. Iron production was an active industry from the Late Bronze Age into the early 

Roman period. Given the density of prehistoric and medieval bloomery sites in the locality it 

is highly likely there were Roman or Romano-British iron production sites here as well.  

 

3.2. Early Medieval [AD410-1066] 

 Before the Conquest the area that was to become Southborough was formerly part of 

the large Wealden common belonging to the Jutish agricultural estate of the Lathe of 

Aylesford. Within this was a sub-common belonging to the large „parent‟ Manor of 

Wrotham; the manor had its origins as a large Jutish agrarian estate which had territory 

extending southwards to the county boundary with Sussex. In time this large common 

became sub-divided into smaller swine pastures or dens, belonging to the Manor of 

Wrotham. This manor together with that of the Manor of Otford anciently belonged to the 

archbishops of Canterbury, probably granted to the church by an early Saxon king. 

Unfortunately, there are no surviving Anglo-Saxon Charters which list these dens. It appears 

that the area of Southborough Common lay between several dens belonging to Wrotham,  
                                                           
13 Nigel Stapple WKD Archaeology pers.comm.  
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an area of unclaimed territory lying on the main drove way to both those manors. 14 

Southborough including Holden, Culverden and High Brooms; and the land between 

Bourne Mill and the South Frith Woods were all part of the former swine pastures of 

Wrotham. 15  

 

Swine pastures were where each autumn, pigs and sometimes cattle were driven from the 

„parent‟ manor farms to graze on the oak and to a lesser extent beech „mast‟ in the Wealden 

Forests.  

 

Many of these temporary seasonal camps became settlements and then many evolved into 

permanent all year round farmsteads carved out of the woodland and grazing pastures. 

However, it is probable that much of the land around Tonbridge remained wood pasture 

with heathy grazing, for the commoners of the respective manors. Southborough Common 

lies to the west of the main north-south drove into the Weald and would have provided a 

suitable resting place for drovers and their stock, bounded on two sides by streams and wet 

valleys meeting at what was to become Modest Corner, and on the eastern side by the main 

drove way.  

 

Holden lies immediately to the south of Southborough Common. The name is first recorded 

in the mid 13th century in the Assize Rolls and is thought to derive from the OE hol(h) 

meaning a hole or hollow plus denn meaning pasture. 16 As a descriptive name it fits the 

local topography as the present site of Holden House occupies the head of a small valley 

which extends westwards as a tributary stream of the River Medway.  

 

High Brooms lies approximately 2km south east of Southborough Common and was the site 

of a large brickworks in the Victorian period, now an industrial estate and extensive housing 

estate. Culverden (now lost to modern housing) lay 2.5km due south of Southborough 

Common, on the west side of the main ridge top drove way (A26). The name „broom‟ 

frequently occurs across the Lowy indicating the heathy, open nature of the South Frith 

Chase  

 

3.3. Medieval - The Conquest and Domesday [AD 1066-1086] 

 After the Conquest, the road from Hastings to London became a vital link for the 

Normans in their settlement and control of the country. The river crossing of the Medway at 

Tonbridge became an important strategic link along this route. In order to control the 

crossing, William I established a trusted chief follower, Gilbert Clare and subsequently his 

son Richard at Tonbridge. Richard was known “of Tonbridge” firmly establishing him 

within Kent. (They took the name „Clare‟ from their property in Suffolk). William granted 

the Gilbert jurisdiction over a large portion of the surrounding country, which at the time  

                                                           
14 See Fig 1. in Cole, D. 2014 . How mapping the Lowy of Tonbridge can further our understanding of its origin, 
nature and extent. Archaeologia Cantiana CXXXV , p78. (This is a good account of how the lowy came into being). 
15 Witney, K.P. 1976. The Jutish Forest Athlone Press p231 
16

 Wallenberg, J.K. 1934 The Place-names of Kent. Uppsala p180. 
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was sparsely settled, and probably well wooded. 17  It is likely that Richard took over 

numerous dens belonging to a number of Kentish upland manors and which were held of 

the Archbishop of Canterbury (whilst the Honour of Clare i.e. lands in Surrey, Essex etc. 

where held directly from the king in chief by military service). 18 A fortified settlement was 

established at the crossing which was to subsequently develop into Tonbridge Castle.  

 

A custom brought with the Normans from France was the establishment of territory around 

an abbey, castle or chief mansion as known as a leuca or leucata which translates into „lowy‟ 

in English.  

 

The possessor of such a settlement together with its „lowy‟ held a number of special liberties, 

privileges and exemptions. 19 Gilbert Clare and his son Richard established a „Lowy‟ around 

Tonbridge Castle and the name has remained down to the 19th century as a territorial and 

administrative district. The Lowy covered an area around Tonbridge; it was not a compact 

block but intermixed with the holdings of others and had a fluid boundary, which became 

fixed over time. Dumbreck (1958) identifies the Lowy as lands held by the de Clares of the 

Archbishop of Canterbury and other tenants in chief together with other dens of upland 

manors. 20  

 

Tonbridge, as a manor in its own right, is not recorded in the Domesday Survey showing 

that it still was under the jurisdiction of the parent or upland manors of Wrotham and 

Otford belonging to the Archbishop of Canterbury. Much of the land in Tonbridge Manor 

within the Lowy came from the manorial dens of Wrotham21 and included the North Frith 

Woods north of the River Medway, the South Frith Woods extending as far south as what is 

now Tunbridge Wells. This was the former sub-common with over 500 pannage dues 

serving Wrotham that lay within the old Wealden common of Aylesford. 22 Most of this area 

within the Lowy of Tonbridge Manor comprised open chase, enclosed parks and unenclosed 

wood pasture with the enclosed cultivated land confined to Tonbridge itself and 

Southborough. 23 The forest comprised two large tracts of woodland or wood pasture - the 

North and South Friths, divided by the river Medway and served by two enclosed deer 

parks at Cage and Postern. The whole enclosed 40 square miles and stretched from the foot 

of the Chart hills at Shipbourne to the Sussex boundary near Tunbridge Wells. 24  It is 

probable that the presence of these chases actually preserved the pannage system in an area 

where the soils were very poor, either heavy intractable clay or porous, infertile sands. 

Evidently, according to Brandon, the Crown regarded Ashdown Forest to the west and 

South Frith at Tonbridge as a great storehouse of pig-meat for the king‟s military campaigns,  

                                                           
17 Witney 1976 p102 
18 Ward, J.C. 1980 The Lowy of Tonbridge. Arch Cant 96 p119-131 
19 Hasted, 1979 vol. V p174 
20 Dumbreck, W.V. 1958 The Lowy of Tonbridge Arch Cant. LXXII p 138-147 
21 Witney 1976 p122 
22 Ibid  
23 ibid 
24 Witney 1976  p166-167 
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when animals were driven along droveways to the port of New Shoreham, a provisioning 

centre for archers.25 

 

In the medieval period the Lowy was a roughly circular area, the boundary of which 

followed parish boundaries and it is thought that a number of parish boundaries were 

altered to accommodate the powerful new territory. By the early part of the 19th century, the 

Lowy was divided into two, the North Frith, and Southborough and the South Frith, divided 

by the valley of the River Medway and centred on Tonbridge Castle.  

 

In a pasture field to the west of Southborough Common (and immediately to the north east 

of the cemetery is evidence of a wide, lynchet type earthwork which follows the historic 

parish boundary between Tonbridge and Bidborough. This may also be part of the 

boundary of the South Frith part of the Lowy. [See Maps 1a &b in Part 2. - SBC 119]. 

 

 
Figure 4. South Frith Wood in 1575 from Christopher Saxton’s Map of Kent 

[Source: Margery 1997] 

 

Southborough Common lay just within the boundary of South Frith, appended to the Manor 

of South(borough), which may have originated as one of these un-named dens of Wrotham. 
26 Thus the Manor of Southborough comprised settled farmsteads with lands along the swift 

flowing streams draining into the Medway valley, and also aligned along a main north  

                                                           
25 Brandon, P. 2003 .The Kent and Sussex Weald. Phillimore p75 
26  See Figure 5 in Cole, D. 2014 . How mapping the Lowy of Tonbridge can further our understanding of its 
origin, nature and extent. Archaeologia Cantiana CXXXV, p 88 

Area of Southborough Common 
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south route from the Medway south into the High Weald. From Saxton‟s map it suggests 

that the area of Southbrough Common lay within the chase of South Frith and is thus a 

fragment of the former unenclosed lands of the borough and the chase. It became a valued 

area for the manor tenants as a source of raw materials and place to graze livestock. The 

earliest record for Southborough is bo. de Suth in the Assize Rolls of 1270. 27  

 

3.4. Medieval [AD 1086-1540] 

 The establishment of such a powerful magnate family over such a large part of the 

western Weald had the special licence of the King and approval of the Archbishop of 

Canterbury. The latter could divest some of the heavy feudal burden of provision of 60 

knights for royal service on to the Clares in the form of knight‟s fees. The Clares held the 

land from the Archbishop (or See of Canterbury) in the Lowy for four knights fees, which 

they in turn devolved or sub-enfeudated to sub-tenants.28 In the reign of Henry II the Clares 

held Tonbridge as tenants-in-chief direct from the King. Archbishop Thomas á Becket did 

attempt to wrest it back from the Crown, but Roger de Clare supported the King against 

Becket‟s claim.  

 

Two perambulations of the Lowy were undertaken in the 13th century arising from disputes 

as to the land and the jurisdication of its „rights‟. One perambulation was undertaken in the 

reign of Henry III and the other in the reign of Edward I, each of which describes in detail 

the boundary and extent of the Lowy. The perambulations were describing the outer limits 

of the Lowy and generally followed parish boundaries. The primary purpose of the Lowy 

was for the maintenance and defence of the castle and the sub-manors into which it was 

divided were held by castle-guard and rents in kind.29  

 

Evidence suggests that the custom of pannage survived within the Lowy well into the 

medieval period, where it had ceased elsewhere in the Weald. For Roger, Earl of Clare in the 

reign of Henry II granted to the Canons of the Priory of Bayham the right to graze 25 hogs in 

the southern part of the forest of Tonbridge free of any pannage dues30. This is the area of 

South Frith. 

 

Hasted‟s Map of 1797 shows the extent of the Lowy in the 18th century. [See Figure 5 

below]. It comprised lands to the north, east and west of Tonbridge together with an 

extension to the south to the county boundary with Sussex.  The area the South Frith which 

was to become Southborough Common lay at the north western part of the chase 

overlooking the Medway and the main crossing by Tonbridge Castle. Southborough lay on 

the edge of the Lowy according to Hasted. 

 

 

                                                           
27 Wallenberg, J.K. 1934. The Place-names of Kent. Uppsala p180 
28 Witney 1976 p168 
29 Dumbreck 1958 The Lowy of Tonbridge Archaeologia Cantiana. LXXII p138-147; See also Du Boulay 1968 The 
Lordship of Canterbury Nelson Press. pp8489; 294-296 
30 Furley 1874 The History of the Weald of Kent Vol. II pat 1 p6 
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In 1317 the Lowy and Manor of Tonbridge were divided into two, with the Castle and North 

Frith passing to the Earls of Audley and thence to the Earls of Stafford. 31The Manor of 

Southborough also formed part of the Earls of Stafford‟s possessions until Edward Stafford 

Duke of Buckingham, was attainted for treason in 1521-22 and forfeited his property. A 

survey of the Duke of Buckingham‟s lands, the Honour of Gloucester in May 1521 describes 

the lordship of Tunbridge, including Northfrith; then the lordship of Southborowe. 32 

 

It appears that the South Frith became a manor separate to that of Manor of South or 

Southbrough. (However, it is easy to confuse the two when searching for archives with the 

mis-spelling and inter-changeability of the names}. 33 

 

 

 
Figure 5. The Lowy of Tonbridge from Hasted 1797 [Source: Author’s own copy] 

 

                                                           
31 See Hasted, E. 1797. The History and Topographical Survey of the County of Kent.  2nd ed. Vol 5 pp202-215 for the 
medieval ownership of the Manor of Tonbridge and thus the Manor of South or Southborough. 
32 Furley 1874 The History of the Weald of Kent vol. II pt 1 p108 [State Papers 13 Hen VIII] 
33 For the history of South Frith and thence the Manor of South see Hasted, E. 1797. The History and Topographical 
Survey of the County of Kent, 2nd ed. V. pp236-237 

Southborough 
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In 1522-3 Henry VIII granted the Manor of Southborough to Sir Thomas More, to hold in 

capite by knight‟s service.  

 

The manor and forest or chase of South Frith passed to Elizabeth, the youngest sister of the 

last Gilbert de Clare, Earl of Gloucester and the wife of John de Burgh. South Frith then 

passed to her son William Earl of Ulster, thence to the Earls of March and from them to 

Richard Duke of York (father of Edward IV and the Cecilia Duchess of Burgundy). The 

Duchess possessed the Manor of South Frith at her death in 1495 when it reverted to the 

Crown.  

 

3.4.1. Description of the medieval landscape of South Frith 

 This can only be postulated but it probably comprised a large extent of wood 

pasture, areas of more dense woodland and open heathland through which tracks and paths 

traversed the higher ground. Bogs and wet flushes probably occurred along the spring lines 

and small streams developing into gills flowed into tributaries which eventually reached the 

River Medway. Research into the manorial records for the Manor of South or Southborough 

and Manor of South Frith may shed further light onto the exact location of the site of the 

respective manors and their farmed land.  

 

It is possible the manorial centre for South Frith may have been sited where the present 

mansion of Somerhill is today, looking towards the strategically important site of Tonbridge 

Castle and the crossings of the River Medway. The forest of South Frith was found to 

comprise over 5000 acres in 1570-1 when Elizabeth I commissioned a survey of „Tonbridge 

Park‟ called The South Frith. 34  

 

The manor house for Southborough was possibly that at Old Bounds, (which was 

demolished after the Second World War and is now covered by housing) together with the 

Manor Farm and its parkland, large areas of wood such as Birch Wood and also at this time 

Whortleberry Wood. 

 

The present area of Southborough Common may have been much larger at this time 

possibly extending southwards to Nonsuch Green; the common was a place on a drove way 

where animals could be pastured overnight  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
34 TNA E178/109313 1570-71 
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Figure 6. Extract from the Map of the County of Kent by Andrews and Drury 1767[Source: Reproduced with 

permission of the KHLC] 

 

3.5. Post-medieval [AD1540-1800] 

 The ownership of the Manor of Southborough continued in its bloody course 

through Henry VIII‟s reign. The manor remained with Sir Thomas More until 1530-1, when 

he refused to take the Oath of Supremacy and was found guilty of high treason and 

executed. In 1534-5 the King granted this manor to George Bolyen, Viscount Rochford and 

brother to Anne Bolyen. Anne falling out of favour with Henry VIII, her brother was 

charged with “too close an association with Anne his sister”, and was duly executed. A year 

later the manor of Southborough was granted to John Dudley, earl of Warwick. In 1549-50, 

the Earl with his wife Joanne by indenture granted the Manor of Southborough, with its 

appurtenances in the parishes, townships and hamlets of the borough, otherwise South 

Tunbridge, Capel, Speldhurst and Pepenbury to King Edward VI in exchange for other 

lands elsewhere. 

 

The manor house was probably at Old Bounds with Manor Farm (with the pound) on the 

opposite side of the entrance on the London Road. Old Bounds Park extended to the edge of 

the Common and Whortleberry Wood extended northwards to abut the park of Old Bounds.  
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By 1558 the manor was in the possession of Sir Richard Sackvyle, who in 1576-7 granted it to 

Thomas Smith of Westernhanger, who then gave it to his second son Thomas Smith of 

Sutton at Hone.  It then passed through his descendents to Sir Sydney Stafford Smythe 

former baron of the Exchequer, who died possessed of the manor but without issue. In 1767, 

Baron Sydney Smythe was residing at Old Bounds according to the map by the 18th century 

map makers, Andrews and Drury. 35 Baron Smythe was descended from Sir Thomas Smythe 

Knt, a merchant adventurer with interests in many of the private companies set up to exploit 

the resources of the newly discovered lands in America, the East Indies and in Russia. 36 

 

His widow Lady Sarah Smythe by her will devised the manor to trustees in favour of her 

nephews and nieces. They promptly sold the manor to John, Earl of Darnley who owned it 

in 1797. 37 John, Earl of Darnley, then sold it to James Alexander.  

 

3.6. Early Modern [AD1800-1901] 

 This was the period when Southborough Common, was seen not just as an area for 

the use of the manor tenants but as a place for recreation and to enjoy its scenic prospects. 

With the rise in the use of natural iron rich [chalybeate] spring waters for health benefits, 

Tunbridge Wells was developing fast as a place close to London to take the waters. 

Southborough lying away from the Wells but on the main London Road developed as a 

place for aristocratic and wealthy patrons to stay. The Common provided a scenic place to 

„take the air‟ or as a starting point for longer walks.  

 

 

As the village of Southborough grew its spiritual requirements needed to be addressed. St 

Peter‟s Church was built by public subscription in 1830, to a design by Decimus Burton “in a 

grove of ancient oaks” 38 on the Common, with the consent of the Lord of the Manor of 

Southborough James Alexander M.P. It was restored and modernised by Mr John Deacon of 

Mabledon. Interestingly, Burton also designed Bentham Hill for Arthur Pott who had made 

his fortune in vinegar. The parish of Southborough was created in 1831 from that of 

Tonbridge. 

 

The church which is most picturesquely situated on the beautiful Common, is a 

plain but extremely neat building, containing 500 sittings of which 286 are free. 

The present incumbent is Rev H. Bigsby. 39 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
35 Extract from Andrews, Drury and Herbert 1767 A Topographical Map of the County of Kent. Reproduced with 

permission of the KHLC 
36 See Wadmore, J.F. 1893. Sir Thomas Smythe Knt. AD 1558-1625. Archaeologia Cantiana, XX p82-103 
37 See Hasted, E. 1797. The History and Topographical Survey of Kent Vol V. p298-230 
38 Tunbridge Wells Museum  1834The Tunbridge Wells Guide Printed and Published by J. Clifford 
39 Tunbridge Wells Museum. nd. Colbran‟s New Guide to Tunbridge Wells p234 
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Many new villas were built along the London Road, whilst at High Brooms, on the more 

industrial side of Southborough where the brickworks were located, terrace housing was 

laid out along new street lines, for working people.  

 

Industry was not absent from around the Common. There was a tannery north-east of 

Holden House, a smithy, the post mill on the Common, the extraction pits and stone quarry, 

a water mill for corn downstream of Bentham Farm, as well as two laundries at Modest 

Corner. 

 

 
Figure 7. Modest Corner [looking north east up the towards the Windmill – hidden behind the tree] 

[Tunbridge Wells Museum. R Fielder Book of Photographic Images of Southborough] 

 

 

During this period the ownership of the Manor of Southborough and the Common changed 

hands several times. In 1861 William Woodgate (of Somerhill) conveyed the manor and 

Common to a Charles Potts. 40 It remained with the Potts family being passed down through 

inheritance. It was during this period that the Common became more of a place to visit for 

walking and sight-seeing (and possibly to be seen on), as the numerous published guide 

books of the time testify. 41 

 

With the gradual cessation in grazing as fewer commoners exercised their rights, the tree 

cover has increased and this can be seen in the sequence of historic Ordnance Survey maps 

[Section 16] In 1889 Whortleberry Wood was conveyed by Rev Sir H.C. Hardinge (Vicar of 

Tonbridge) of Old Bounds to John Deacon of Mabledon. This suggests that Whortleberry 

Wood was formerly part of the Bounds Estate and not the Common.  

 

                                                           
40 List of Title Deeds held by Southborough Town Council in archived folders for the Common. Uncatalogued. 
41

 These are held at Tunbridge Wells Museum. 
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3.7. Twentieth Century 

 In 1939, the Manor and Common were conveyed by F.B. Potts to John Francis 

William Deacon of Mabledon. With Whortleberry Wood, the Common as it is today was 

now in one piece. In 1948, Trustees of J.F.W. Deacon transferred the Common and Lordship 

of the Manor to Southborough Urban District Council. A year later Southborough Common 

was formerly regulated as a common and a series of byelaws adopted for its management. 

 

During the Second World War soldiers from Newfoundland Artillery used the Common; the 

officers were in The Weavers and soldiers camped near Bidborough Ridge. Current survey 

work as part of the HLF project has revealed evidence of spent cartridges on the Common. 42  

 

Old Bounds House was purchased by an insurance company in 1938 for its London staff, 

and used by them through the war until 1958, when it was sold and pulled down. 43 This 

might be the areas north of the church. Bullets are being recovered from the Common 

during activity days organised by SHAAS. 

 

4. THE HISTORIC MANAGEMENT OF THE COMMON 

 From the medieval period and into the early post-medieval period it is probably that 

Soouthborough Common was managed as a remnant wood pasture system, and that with 

continued and possibly increased grazing it became more open. An ancient pollard located 

at the junction of Consitution Hill and Victoria Road may be a survival from when the oaks 

were pollarded. The present veteran tree population probably dates from the Late post-

medieval and into the Early modern when the pressures from grazing were reducing 

enabling trees to get established. 

 

Being part of the „manorial waste‟ of the Manor of South, the Common is managed by the 

Lords of the Manor, where by certain tenants or people with property with common rights 

attached could exercise those rights through the jurisdiction of a manorial court. The court 

was run by a bailiff and or steward on behalf of the Lords. So in the early 20th century, the 

Lord of the Manor was Arthur Pott and then John Deacon of Mabledon, the stewards where 

the solicitors of Walker, Freer and Thomson of Tonbridge.  

 

The Regulation of Southborough Common (1949) gives a register of the common rights 

which were active at that time. The majority were for the right of access for the respective 

property around the edge of the Common between the highway and their property 

boundary over the Common. There were however, six commoners with rights of „estover‟, 

„turbary‟, „piscary, and two with the right of „pannage‟, one being the farmers at Bentham 

Farm by Modest Corner. 

 

 

 

                                                           
42

 Ian Johnstone pers.comm 
43

 Maxwell Macfarlane pers.comm. 
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4.1. The Common Rights 

 Specific words, survivals from the medieval period, refer to the different common 

rights. 

Estover is the right to carry wood from the common to repair house and implements and for 

fuel. It superseded the OE word „bote‟ meaning to take materials from the common for the 

tenants own use (not for resale), for example housebote.44 

Turbary is the right to dig peat or turf for fuel from the common lands.  

Piscary is the right to fish in manorial waters. 

Pannage is the right to graze stock mainly cattle and pigs on the common.  

 

The regulations for Southborough in 1949 list a total of 2 oxen, 2 pigs, 2 sheep, 3 goats, 16 

geese, 36 fowl and 24 ducks 2 horses and 2 donkeys that could be let onto the common at 

any one time. 45  Other rights such as haybote/heybote/hedgebote – the right to take wood 

to mend fences and hedges may also have been exercised in the past.  

 

As the Common is not enclosed by any fences or hedges, the grazing of stock is made more 

difficult today by the number of public roads, and the common edges lined with gardens 

and property, thus stock grazing has ceased resulting in the development of secondary 

woodland and the expansion of scrub especially holly at the expense of the open heathy type 

vegetation, such as heather and bilberry..  

 

When grazing was still active on the Common is not clear. Interestingly receipts for the 

repair of the manor pound survive dated 1874-1878. But certainly grazing was still taking 

place in the early part of the 20th century as the image below indicates. 

 

A pound for Southborough Common was located at Manor Farm in 1860 (alias Gobles on 

Tithe Map) at the northern end of the Common and opposite the entrance to Great Bounds, 

where the Smythe Family resided. It makes sense to have the pound by the main farm so 

that stock could be taken care of and one presumes that the farmer who may also have been 

the bailiff acting on behalf of the Lord of Manor could exact the necessary fines to release the 

impounded stock. The site is now occupied by Pound Cottage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
44

 Richardson, J. 1974. The Local Historians Encyclopedia. Historical Publications Ltd pp24-25 
45

 A copy of the regulations is held by Southborough Town Council 
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Figure 8. View of St Peter’s Church from the London Road. [n.d. but Edwardian by the dress] 

[Tunbridge Wells Museum R Fielder Book of Images of Southborough] 

 

A series of receipts are held at KHLC for the pound for fencing and supplying new padlocks 

for the gate. 46 These are dated 1874 to 1878. The reason for so many new padlocks is not 

clear; the paddlocks either were repeatedly damaged, the keys and or the paddocks were 

lost or removed, as each receipt lists a new large patent tumbler padlock with 2 keys. More 

likely is that the paddock rusted up and the lock did not work.  

 

In 1876 an outlay of £16 4s 4d was paid for digging out mud from the Pound on the Common and 

then £8 18s for digging out the trench, puddling with clay, pulling down and rebuilding the walls 

with cement (3 casks of cement @ 8s, 3 loads of stone @ 15s and sharp sand 7s 6d. 47This paid again 

to Aaron Brown builder and Undertaker of Southborough. This receipt suggests that there 

was also a pound located on the Common itself. However the OS 25” map of circa 1890 does 

not show any pound.  

 

Evidently, the first „street driver‟ (whose job was to round up stray stock) was a John Knight 

appointed in 1773. By 1810 the job required two assistants as it now covered the Common at 

Tunbridge Wells. Street drivers were in operation up until the First World War. The cost to 

release impounded stock was a shilling for each horse or cattle; five sheep or fewer - 

sixpence, five hogs or fewer a shilling. 48 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
46 KHLC TU1 M3/3 Receipts for Repairs to the Manor Pound at Southborough Common 
47 KHLC TU1 M3/3 1876 ditto. 
48 McCooey, C. 1998 Images of Southborough and High Brooms. Tempus p 28 
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Figure 9. Extract from the OS 25” 1st Edition showing the northern end of the Common and the site of the 

manor pound 

 

 

 
Figure 10. Cattle grazing on the Common; the man in the flat cap maybe the farmer Mr Pontecost 

[Source: Maxwell Macfarlane Archive Collection, Southborough Society] 

 

Great Bounds 
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Figure 11. Dairy Cows from Penticost Farm at Bentham grazing on the short common turf 

[Source: Maxwell Macfarlane Archive Collection, Southborough Society] 

 

4.2. Industrial activity on and around Southborough Common  

 Around the Common a number of small scale and businesses industries developed 

and operated. How many of them used the Common, or were able to exploit its resources is 

not known, but more detailed research in the local archives may reveal further details. 

 

Modest Corner, a settlement from at least the early 17th century, is typical of common-edge 

settlements of small artisan cottages aligned along the edge of a route way in and out of the 

Common. There was a corn mill operating in late 18th century at Bentham, which had a shift 

system in place. By the late 19th and early 20th centuries, there was in this area the 

following, the dairy farm, the corn mill and the wind mill, two laundries, (Yew Tree 

Laundry would hang sheets out on the Common), the Tannery at Holden, several smithies. 

There was also a beer seller, which later became the Bee-hive Inn, and is now a private 

residence. 49 

 

By far the most important industry at Southborough was the making of cricket balls, where 

leather would have come from the Tannery. 

 

To the east of Southborough, gunpowder was produced at Old Forge Farm, replacing the 

iron production. It began in 1771 and the name of Powdermill Lane records its activity. 

Good quality charcoal especially made from alder wood, was needed by the industry. The 

site of a charcoal platform on the edge of the Common and close to a valley where alders  

                                                           
49

 Maxwell Macfarlane pers.comm. 
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may have grown, suggests a link with gunpowder production, as well as the former iron 

production industry.  

 

4.3. Descriptions of Southborough Common 

 From its first appearance in the Early medieval period Southborough Common was 

an integral part of the running of the manor and the droving of livestock through the Weald. 

How the resources of the Common were exploited, were organised by the Lords of the 

Manor set out by the commoner‟s rights and administered by the bailiffs and stewards. 

Often access to common rights meant the difference between surviving a hard winter or not, 

for many subsistence farmers. With the development of Tunbridge Wells as a health spa and 

watering place centred on the chalybeate springs in the 18th and 19th centuries, there was a 

knock-on effect with adjacent settlements. Southborough with its upland, hilly character and 

interesting valleys located on the London Road was seen as an alternative place to reside 

while taking the waters at the Wells. It was also the place were the principal members of 

royalty and aristocracy resided when visiting Tunbridge Wells.50 

 

Increasingly the Common was seen as a place where quiet walks and rambles amongst 

ancient trees and open glades provided alternative health giving properties. Southborough 

was close to other scenic places to visit such as Penshurst, Hever and Eridge and so a good 

place as a centre for one‟s vacation. Southborough was also being promoted as an alternative 

place to stay from Tunbridge Wells and that it had its own chalybeate springs worthy of 

health benefits. 

 

The following descriptions are taken from guide 

books of Southborough and Tunbridge Wells, and 

provide interesting comments as to the how the 

Common appeared in the early part of the 20th 

century; in particular where the main groups of 

trees appeared and what species there were. This is 

the period when many of the common rights were 

not being exercised, grazing was declining but the 

wildlife of the various habitats was still responding 

to these historic activities before the tree and scrub 

cover took a hold and shaded many of the plants. 

Whilst many of these descriptions are rather florid 

and over reaching there is an element of truth in 

the broad character of the Common at this time.  

 

All describe the variety of habitats within the 

confines of the 100 acres or so of manorial „waste‟.  

 

                                                           
50 Tunbridge Wells Museum, n.d. Colbran’s New Guide for Tunbridge Wells p234 
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Wood anemones were found at the „Pineys‟, the group of Scots Pines on the west side of the 

Common. 51 

 

Although not so extensive as Southborough’s near 

neighbour, Tunbridge Wells, the Common is more 

varied in character and that love of beauty must be 

hard to please who does not admire the colony of oaks 

on the north, the pine tree temple on the west, the 

giant beeches that overhang the old gravel pit, or the 

silver birches that cluster at the south west. Flaring 

holly trees, grey-green juniper bushes and stretches 

of heather and bracken add variety of colouring in 

any weather. And to stand amid the golden glory of 

the gorse at Modest Corner is enough to cheer the 

most dismal of mortals. Above the cricket ground – 

one of the best situated in the district and guarded by 

some of the giant old oaks – stands a gracefully 

proportioned War memorial, and an avenue of limes 

and planes shade the high road.52 

 

Few if any, of the gorsy wastes of the southern 

counties can vie with Southborough Common in 

picturesque beauty, and certainly none can excel it. Sloping to the south and west, clothed in some 

parts with oaks, beeches, and birches so thickly as to resemble a remnant ancient forest, in others with  

a luxuriant growth of furze, broom, juniper, holly, heath and ling, with roads and paths in all 

directions, seats under the trees, and a not easily exhausted variety of scenery, it offers all the 

attractions of a public park in combination with a natural picturesqueness which convinces the 

rambler of the truth of the poet’s maxim, “beauty unadorned’s adorned the most.” Not only is there 

much variety of surface, in  one part trees growing as closely as a forest, in a another a natural 

shrubbery, in a third a slope of green sward; but the trees, shrubs and herbaceous plants growing in 

one part are different from those found on the other parts. 

The oaks, for instance, are confined to the highest portion of the Common, between the church and the 

boundary of Bounds Park; while the beeches are scattered along the western slope, half way between 

the high road and the swampy hollow at the south-western corner, and the birches grow in small 

clumps a little below them. The hollies and junipers are limited to the northern side, and broom 

mingles with the furze only on the southern. The brake fern grows on almost on every part that is not 

smooth green sward, but the hard fern grows only under the birches, and amongst the furze, about the 

north western point, where it grows abundantly. The dog-violet, again, may be observed on every part 

of the Common, while the harebell and the wood anemone are found only among the heath and ling on 

the western slope, the latter in the shelter of bramble and furze.53 

                                                           
51 McCooey, C. 2000. Voices of Southborough and High Brooms, Tempus p24 
52 Southborough The Official Guide including Street Plan 3rd Edition (Post 1921 when the War Memorial was 
erected) 
53 Round Tunbridge Wells. A handy guide to rambles in the District. London T Fisher Unwin 
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The distribution of trees suggests some form of designing or selective planting and 

management. This is also in part the result of the topographic land form of plateau and 

steeply sloping valley sides, creating a mini-picturesque type landscape, especially where  

 

the ground drops to Holden Pond and Modest Corner, with the walk up the small valley to 

the north.   

 

 
Figure 12. Beech tree with its buttress roots encapsulating the medieval wood bank of Whortleberry Wood. The 

open character of the mature wood, with the holly scrub can be seen behind the beech tree 

 

The veteran trees add a sense of timelessness and also of antiquity, especially when they are 

approached through areas of holly. 
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Figure13. Postcard of Holden Road Southborough [Source: Tunbridge Wells Museum] 

 

 

The Common I have adverted to more than once. Most 

people imagine an open breezy treeless Down when a 

Common is spoken of. A portion of Southborough 

Common is open grassland, but more than half is well 

wooded, and contains exquisite little fairy dells, there 

stately colonnades of trees, and isolated monarchs of 

the forest of unknown age, indeed the Common when 

viewed from Rusthall Common, near Tunbridge 

Wells, seems on mass of foliage, above which the spire 

of St peter’s Church is a landmark. The Common is 

singular in another respect I think. Though hardly a 

hundred acres in extent it is curious how many 

varieties of foliage there are. At the top of the Common 

almost all the trees are oaks, some a thousand years 

old, others mere chickens of two or three hundred 

years old. Lower down are some splendid beeches and 

lower still almost all the trees are birches. On one part 

of the Common is bracken fern, on another, purple 

heather, on a third golden gorse. 54 

 

Figure 14. The Pines on the western side of the Common 

[Source: Maxwell Macfarlane, Archive Collection, Southborough Society]  

                                                           
54 Pagert Thurstan, E. 1895. Southborough: Its chalybeate Springs, climate and attractions. Tunbridge Wells 
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PART 2 TYPES OF HERITAGE FEATURES 

 The following section describes the range of heritage features identified on the 

Common during this survey. The LiDAR image was systematically checked for features, 

which were then checked on the gorund and fixed using GPS. Most are earthworks which 

relate to movement across the Common as well as wood banks, lynchets, and other ditches.  

 

Table 1. below is a summary of the table of data which accompanies the GIS shape files from 

which the maps are produced. The fields in these files follow the format of input for 

archaeological features for The Woodland Trust and also for county HERs. This means that 

the shape file data can easily be uploaded on to the Kent HER GIS platform, by the HER 

officer/s at KCC. The GIS data was generated using ARC-GIS 9-3-1 but can also be viewed 

in Q-GIS. 

 

Table 1. Summary of Heritage Features on Southborough Common 

SURVEY NO GRID REFERENCE DESCRIPTION & MONUMENT TYPE 

SBC001 TQ 57428 42797 Wood bank to Whortleberry Wood 

SBC002 TQ 57389 42745 Ditch 

SBC003 TQ 57350 42684 Hollow way 

SBC004 TQ 57174 42577 Hollow way 

SBC005 TQ 57401 42682 Hollow way 

SBC006 TQ 57391 42692 Ditch 

SBC007 TQ 57344 42596 Ditch 

SBC008 TQ 57153 42536 Hollow way 

SBC009 TQ 57230 42552 Ditch 

SBC010 TQ 57316 42585 Ditch 

SBC011 TQ 57327 42545 Hollow way 

SBC012 TQ 57256 42489 Hollow way 

SBC013 TQ 57375 42577 Hollow way 

SBC014 TQ 57312 42426 Hollow way 

SBC015 TQ 57310 42549 Hollow way 

SBC016 TQ 57309 42559 Ditch 

SBC017 TQ 57247 42500 Hollow way 

SBC018 TQ 57323 42349 Ditch, Path 

SBC019 TQ 57312 42325 Hollow way 

SBC020 TQ 57287 42332 Ditch 

SBC021 TQ 57371 42328 Path  

SBC022 TQ 57388 42418 Path 

SBC023 TQ 57403 42413 Path 

SBC024 TQ 57396 42555 Path 

SBC025 TQ 57305 42519 Path 

SBC026 TQ 57466 42592 Bank 

SBC027 TQ 57252 42319 Hollow way 

SBC028 TQ 57081 42341 Hollow way 

SBC029 TQ 57061 42339 Hollow way 

SBC030 TQ 57265 42209 Path 

SBC031 TQ 57421 42316 Hollow way 

SBC032 TQ 57495 42365 Hollow way 

SBC033 TQ 57573 42496 Hollow way 

SBC034 TQ 57612 42520 Hollow way 
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Table 1.  Summary cont 

SURVEY NO GRID REFERENCE DESCRIPTION & MONUMENT TYPE 

SBC035 TQ 57629 42508 Path 

SBC036 TQ 57607  42576 Ditch 

SBC037 TQ 57648 42548 Hollow way 

SBC038 TQ 57671 42579 Ditch, Path 

SBC039 TQ 57720 42615 Hollow way– line of road on Tithe map 

SBC040 TQ 57714 42595 Hollow way– line of road on Tithe map 

SBC041 TQ 57687 42547 Hollow way – line of road on Tithe map 

SBC042 TQ 57575 42559 Ditch, Path 

SBC043 TQ 57325 42561 Hollow way 

SBC044 TQ 57277 42588 Ditch 

SBC045 TQ 57393 42911 Hollow way 

SBC046 TQ 57492 42690 Path 

SBC047 TQ 57520 42684 Hollow way 

SBC048 TQ 57463 42652 Hollow way 

SBC049 TQ 57420 42704 Path 

SBC050 TQ 57326 42892 Wood bank 

SBC051 TQ 57444 42789 Ditch 

SBC052 TQ 57449 42776 Path 

SBC053 TQ 57449 42776 Path 

SBC054 TQ 57461 42833 Path 

SBC055 TQ 57486 42565 Gravel Pit, Stone Quarry 

SBC056 TQ 57653 42627 Platform 

SBC057 TQ 57546 42779 Church of St Peter LB 

SBC058 TQ 57489 42771 School adjacent to Church 

SBC059 TQ 57186 42343 Quarry 

SBC060 TQ 57345 42207 Quarry 

SBC061 TQ 57381 42437 Enclosure by Gravel Pit 

SBC062 TQ 57370 42466 Enclosure by Gravel Pit 

SBC063 TQ 57191 42427 Windmill, site of 

SBC064 TQ 57665 42479 Pond 

SBC065 TQ 57527 42586 Pit 

SBC066 TQ 57543 42534 Quarry 

SBC067 TQ 57446 42528 Quarry 

SBC068 TQ 57193 42378 Pit 

SBC069 TQ 57223 42383 Pit 

SBC070 TQ 57162 42356 Pit 

SBC071 TQ 57370 42537 Pit 

SBC072 TQ 57661 42631 Pit 

SBC073 TQ 57469 42313 Quarry 

SBC074 TQ 57555 42567 Pit 

SBC075 TQ 57560 42576 Pit 

SBC076 TQ 57386 42757 Metal railing fence, remains of on wood bank to 
Whortleberry Wood 

SBC077 TQ 57394 42756 Gateway in wood bank to Whortleberry Wood 

SBC078 TQ 57414 42254 Pits 

SBC079 TQ 57400 42599 Iron Age copper alloy coin, findspot MKE75071 

SBC080 TQ 57601 42899 Pimple anti tank concrete bollard MKE39750 

SBC081 TQ 57617 42932 War Memorial MKE38410 

SBC082 TQ 5757476 42266 Holden Pond 
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Table 1.  Summary continued 

SURVEY NO GRID REFERENCE DESCRIPTION & MONUMENT TYPE 

SBC083 TQ 57379 42521 Mesolithic flints findspot TQ 54 SE 9 

SBC084 TQ 57031 42366 22 Modest Corner LB II MKE38048 

SBC085 TQ 57044 42379 18 Modest Corner LB II  MKE57153 

SBC086 TQ 57069 42398 Beehive Public House LB II MKE36805 

SBC087 TQ 57559 42892 Cats Castle LB II MKE38578 

SBC088 TQ 57746 42771 14 Church Road LB II MKE38206 

SBC089 TQ 57700 42738 Woodcote LB II MKE37169 

SBC090 TQ 57819 42572 Site of Smithy 

SBC091 TQ 57796 42517 15 7 17 Holden Road LB II MKE38152 

SBC092 TQ 57750 42473 Holden Cottage LB II MKE36801 

SBC093 TQ 57528 42372 Pump, site of 

SBC094 TQ 57598 42339 Holden House LB II 38037 

SBC095 TQ 57172 42223 Woods Cottage LB II MKE 37156 

SBC096 TQ 57679 42775 Pond, site of 

SBC097 TQ 57707 42409 Tannery, site of 

SBC098 TQ 57225 42546 Scots Pine enclosure 

SBC099 TQ 57187 42534 Scots Pines 

SBC100 TQ 5774942568 Ditch 

SBC101 TQ 57312 42464 Horse Trading Ring Possible site of ? 

SBC102 TQ 57324 42346 Charcoal Hearth 

SBC103 TQ 57371 42352 Culverts and Drains 

SBC104 TQ 57417 42442 Badger Sett 

SBC105 TQ 57510 42518 Platforms  

SBC106 TQ 57260 42416 Horse Trading Ring Possible site of ? 

SBC107 TQ 57323 42175 Site of Well 

SBC108 TQ 57346 42205 Quarry, extraction pit 

SBC109 TQ 57626 42836 Cricket Pitch 

SBC110 TQ Yew Tree Hand Laundry – site of – used to dry sheets 
out on the Common 

SBC111 TQ 57680 42615 Bank on lynchet parallel to present road 

SBC112 TQ 57608 42483 Elongated depression 8.0m long close to other 
diggings 

SBC113 TQ 57575 42445 Lynchet type bank 

SBC114 TQ 57564 42461 Lynchet type bank 

SBC115 TQ 57540 42432 Remains of seat facing an overgrown view 

SBC116 TQ 57280 42275 Wood bank 

SBC117 TQ 57155 42299 Laundry 

SBC118 TQ 57336 42272 Bank 

SBC119 TQ 57105 42833 Lynchet – parish boundary 
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1. SOUTHBOROUGH COMMON  

 

Description 

An unenclosed and registered common still with commoner‟s rights lying on the west side 

of the small town of Southborough; it is one of a number of commons occupying the higher 

ridge tops at and around Tunbridge Wells. (for example, High Rocks, Tunbridge Wells 

Common and Rusthall Common). Southborough Common still retains its funnel shaped 

drove entrances and slightly curving outer boundaries, so typically of this historic land use.  

Crossed by minor public roads and numerous hollow ways, the Common retains numerous 

archaeological features, some datable and identifiable but many others difficult to interpret. 

The Common is the unenclosed land left after the early medieval enclosure of fields, woods 

and settlements adjacent. It becomes an important element in the management of the manor 

and enabled many tenants to develop a subsistence living with historic rights of grazing, 

turbery etc. Today there are small cottages surviving from the early 18th century. In the 

Victorian period the Common became a place for recreation, walks amongst the trees, with 

cricket and bowls. 

 

Archaeological and Historic Significance. 

The Common in its entirety has potentially very high regional archaeological and historic 

landscape significance due to its antiquity, archaeological potential, and survival as an Early 

medieval landscape. Together with the other commons at Rusthall and Tunbridge Wells, 

and with the numerous greens, these areas contribute to the historic landscape character of 

the area of Tunbridge Wells.  

 

 
Figure 15. Constitution Hill Southborough Common 

[Source: Maxwell Macfarlane, Archive Collection Southborough Society] 
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In addition Southborough Common also has a high ecological and scenic landscape value as 

well; unimproved ground flora and mature trees, this is an area of wood pasture common. 

The soils have not been cultivated during the historic period and support significant heath 

and unimproved areas of pasture. Now surrounded on three sides by development the 

lands to the west provide vital connections to the wider ecological habitats for all types of 

wildlife. 

 

Overall Condition 

The active management in place, through selective scrub clearance will improve its 

ecological diversity and habitat structure. The restoration of wood pasture commons, a 

nationally rare habitat is to be seen as a priority. 

 

Management Recommendations 

See the Southborough Common Management Plan 2011 prepared by the Kent High Weald 

Landscape Partnership.  

 

 

 
One of two veteran oaks on Constitution Hill 

 

 

 
One of two veteran oaks on Constitution Hill 

 

Figure 16. Veteran Trees 
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2. WOOD BANKS 

Description 

There are two enclosed woods adjacent to Southborough Common; Whortleberry Wood to 

the north, and an area to the south which lies adjacent to Bentham Hill Park, and divides it 

from the Common proper. 

 

The wood banks around Whortleberry Wood and the enclosed wood on the edge of „The 

Park „date back to when the woodland was enclosed from the ancient Wealden wood 

pasture, probably in the Early medieval period (of which the Common is a remnant wood 

pasture). The enclosure by a physical barrier was in order to manage these two woods for 

wood and timber production and protect the re-growth from browsing not just of farmers 

stock, but also the deer that were hunted across this landscape as part of the South Frith 

Chase. Wood pasture can provide timber of varying sizes but it is only in enclosed wood 

that coppice can be protected from being grazed in order to provide hazel withies and 

stacks, hornbeam faggots and leafy fodder during the winter months. Whortleberry is 

located partly on steep slopes, unsuited to grazing but more suited to the growth of coppice 

wood. The wood extended further to the north east into Bounds Park up until the Early 

modern period. Whortleberry Wood formed part of the estate of Old Bounds – the former 

manor house of Southborough. The woodland to the south has a deep valley running east to 

west and which hides a gill stream and numerous springs some of which are iron rich 

chalybeate springs. Again this wood was not suited for grazing but could be enclosed to 

protect the springs and provide coppice underwood with the timber. These two woods also 

probably provided fodder from the holly and other shrub species. 

 

The Whortleberry wood bank is a substantial earthwork, with a ditch. (Bank 3.0m wide by 

0.3m high; ditch 3.5m wide by 0.5m deep). This has been enlarged through erosion where 

the bank drops down to the stream which marks the western boundary of the Common 

(Bank 3.0m wide by 0.75m high; ditch 4.0m wide by 2.0m deep). Here the bank is fossilised 

by the exposed beech tree buttress roots. Where the bank traverses the upper level areas 

across the Common, it is more reduced and the ditch has probably become silted up. The 

bank retains for the most part an asymmetrical profile, typical of wood banks bounding 

ancient woodland. The ditch being on the side of the Common and not the wood shows that 

the earthwork was for enclosing the wood (and not the Common). 

 

There is still evidence of the wood bank along the edge of the stream on the north west 

boundary. Part of the bank may have been topped with an iron fence as the remains of iron 

pegs occur at TQ 5738642757 [SBC076]. Evidently the wood was fenced before the Second 

World War. 55 This makes sense as it was part of the Bounds Estate, to the north at this time. 

The fence was also to prevent stock, such as Penticost‟s cows from grazing the wood (and 

also the slopes are very steep for cattle).  

 

                                                           
55

 McCooey, 2000. Voices of Southborough and High Brooms. Tempus p25 
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Figure17. Boundaries of Whortleberry Wood from the Conveyance to SUDC in 1948  

[Source: Southborough Town Council Archives] 

 

 

The name „whortleberry‟ is another name for bilberry also named huckleberry, a valuable 

fruit as a source of vitamin C. and would have been picked from the Common, for 

immediate consumption or to turn into preserve. 

 

The wood bank bounding the wood between The Park and the Common, is also very 

substantial but has been eroded in places by the passage of people and stock (?) along the 

holloway on its north side.  The bank is about 3.5m wide and varies between 0.45 and 0.25m 

high. The bank is asymmetrical tailing off into the wood. Any ditch (on the Common side) 

has been filled or altered by the track, leaving only vestiges of a depression. The track itself 

has been cobbled and metalled with bricks and other stones, suggesting that it was a well 

used route from the London Road to Modest Corner and Bentham Farm.  

 

This wood also contains rhododendron, which was either planted as part of the parkland 

landscaping in the Victorian period or has spread from The Park. The Kent HER records that 

this wood forms part of the parkland of Bentham Hill, which suggests that in the Victorian 

period. Certainly the temptation to gentrify the wood as part of the back drop to the semi-

formal designed landscape of The Park must have been very great. 
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Wood bank to Whortleberry Wood 

 

 

 
The over-sized ditch to the wood bank 

 

 

 
Remains of the iron railings on the wood bank 

 

 

 
Remains of the wood bank along the stream  

 

 
Wood bank to wood at The Park SBC 116 

 

 

 
Wood bank to The Park SBC 116 

 

Figure 18. Woodbanks 

 

Overall Condition 

Generally the wood banks for both woods are in good condition, considering their antiquity 

and the intensity of land use which has taken place over the centuries. The bank bounding  
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the stream at Whortleberry has been for the most part eroded by the water course and by the 

laying down of a hard surface for the bridle path. Short sections can still be identified within 

the scrub bounding the path.  

 

The wood bank on the eastern side of 

Whortleberry facing the Common is good but with 

areas worn by foot paths crossing over it. The 

ditch here has silted up but will survive as a 

feature below the surface. Where the bank drops 

down the slope to the bottom of the valley side the 

ditch has been made more prominent by the deep 

erosion caused by surface water flowing from the 

top of the Common. The bank has become 

undermined in places exposing the tree roots. The 

gully now continues to act as a drain. 

 

The wood bank bounding the woodland at 

Bentham also shows signs of wear, but as a feature 

it is most prominent at its eastern end. The ditch 

on the Common side has been filled in or levelled 

but is likely to survive below the ground surface.  

It is highly likely that there are remains of a wood 

bank on the southern side of the wood on the 

opposite side of the valley.  

Figure 19. The gullied out ditch to the wood bank  

on a post card of the Common dated c. 1920 

[Source: Maxwell Macfarlane, Archives, Southborough Society] 

 

Archaeological and Historic Significance 

The wood banks are one of the oldest most visible archaeological features on the Common 

and date from when the woodland was enclosed from the ancient wood pastures, most 

likely in the Saxon period. The earthworks are of high local archaeological and historical 

significance. They are also very visible in the landscape, together with the woods they 

enclose. 

 

Management Recommendations 

When undertaking active management on the Common, minimise disturbance to the 

earthwork of the wood banks. Manage trees growing on the bank in order that they do not 

become too tall and are liable to wind throw thus damaging the earthwork.  

 

Try to avoid new paths crossing the bank. When repairing the bridle-paths and footpaths 

ensure that new metalling does not encroach onto the earthwork of the wood bank. If new  
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metalling is to be laid in any section, an archaeological watching brief ought to be 

undertaken to record any below ground features and potential datable finds. 

 

3. HOLLOWAYS 

Description 

Holloways are some of the most frequent earthworks surviving on the Common and 

contribute to its historic character especially where the ground slopes towards the valleys. 

They are visible on the ground as wide ditches of various depths and widths, some with 

banks. These are highly visible on the LiDAR image and reveal a general trend of south west 

from Modest Corner to north east towards the London Road. Whilst this is also the general 

direction of the natural lie of the land which would naturally exacerbate any soil erosion, for 

there to be so many in this direction suggests that this was one of the main flows of 

movement, for both stock and people. Groups of ditches like this are termed „braided 

holloways‟ because as one route becomes difficult to walk an alternative alignment is taken 

close by to avoid mud etc. creating a braided effect. How the ditches or sunken areas were 

formed is fairly self-explanatory, but how the banks evolved is not so clear cut. Were they 

actually dug as a means of defining the routeway or were they formed by the movement of 

soil by the passage of hooves and feet; the movement of soil creating the banks.  

 

Where these holloways reach the level ground they become slight and merge in with the 

general undulations of the ground, which is to be expected on an unenclosed area. Braided 

hollow ways do also occur on level ground especially where the ground conditions can lead 

to muddy conditions during the winter months.  

 

It is not possible to date these features, as erosion of paths can take place very quickly, 

however it is possible that some are of considerable antiquity. Unfortunately the early 19th 

century maps and earlier maps do not show many routes across the Common, except the 

most prominent of those which had been perhaps metalled as cart tracks. 

 

Some holloways can be identified as former paths marked on the historic mapping, 

especially the Ordnance Survey Maps (1860-1910); however other routes suggest either a 

later or an earlier date. Probably a detailed measured survey of all the features will provide 

some more detailed information. There were obviously seen as a feature in the early 20th 

century as the postcard below shows some of the banks towards the south west of the 

Common. 

 

However, one cause of some of the routes is the movement of cows. Bentham Farm at 

Modest Corner was run as a dairy farm by the Penticost brothers in the early 20th century. 

They had the common-right to graze their cattle over the Common; the cows were let out 

after milking in the morning, they would return at the end of the day via Holden Pond for 

water. 56 It is likely that these animals would have caused a significant amount of erosion of  

                                                           
56 McCooey, C.2000. Voices of Southborough and High Brooms. Tempus Oral History Series p48 
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the paths creating new routes where the other became too muddy or slippery. Evidently the 

cows would slip down the hills where Manor Road is located, due to its steepness.57 

 

 
Figure 20. A postcard of c. 1920 showing some of the braided holloways on Southborough Common and also 

showing the extent of localised erosion of the ground flora. 

[Source: Maxwell Macfarlane Archive Collection, Southborough Society] 

 

Archaeological and Historical Significance 

These earthworks are of high local archaeological and historical significance. They are 

tangible evidence of how people and stock moved across the Common. The network of 

interlinking ditches and banks are visible especially on the slightly sloping ground. 

Although at present not dated there is potential for dating evidence to be sealed within 

stratified deposits of the banks. The banks may preserve buried soils horizons. 

 

Overall Condition 

These earthworks are in very good condition, with many lying within areas of holly scrub. 

The only damage being where a modern path has cut across the banks and ditches.  

 

Management Recommendations 

As with all the archaeological features on the Common, the aim is to minimise disturbance 

to the earthworks especially during periods of active management. Avoid siting bonfires 

over the earthwork as the heat from the fire can damage below ground features, as well as 

accumulating material on top of the feature. 

 

                                                           
57 Ibid p.95 
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Holloway [SBC003] 

 

 

 
Holloway [SBC044] 

 

 

 
Holloway [SBC008] where it joins the bridleway on west 

 

 

 
Hollow way [SBC004] 

 

Figure 21. Holloways 

 

4. DITCHES 

Description 

As well as the holloways there are many smaller ditches which are associated with them, 

these appear to be too narrow for a path but on the other hand may have started as a path 

and then become eroded by the action of surface water flowing from the Common. 

Alternatively they may the result of the cows. Some may considerably older; the evidence of 

former earthworks creating possible divisions perhaps from the prehistoric period whose 

function and origin is now lost. Most are about 1.5 -2.0m in width and vary in depth from a 

few centimetres to nearly 0.5m.  

 

Archaeological and Historical Significance 

The ditches are of high archaeological and historical local significance, forming part of the 

braiding and network of linear earthworks in the south west part of the Common. Further 

field work and research may reveal more information about their function and origin. 
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Overall Condition 

The earthworks are undisturbed apart from where more recent paths cross them, where 

some erosion has taken place. 

 

Management Recommendations 

As with all the archaeological features on the Common, the aim is to minimise disturbance 

to the earthworks especially during periods of active management. Avoid siting bonfires 

over the earthwork as the heat from the fire can damage below ground features, as well as 

accumulating material on top of the feature. 

 

 

5. LYNCHET-TYPE BANKS 

Description 

As well as the banks associated with the braided holloways there are further slight banks 

and lynchets which survive in the southern part of the Common on the slopes above the 

Holden Pond. Several follow the line of the natural slope but appear not to be geological, 

rather to be made by human interaction with landscape. Lynchets is a term for boundaries 

which have a step like appearance, where down slope movement of soil is re-deposited 

against an obstruction. This is called a positive lynchet. Below the obstruction further down 

slope movement of soil occurs. This is called a negative lynchet. Such earthworks are often 

an indication of cultivation. They are archaeologically important for the artefacts and the 

palaeo-archaeological remains that become sealed in the accumulation of soil (the positive 

lynchet). An obstruction can be dead hedge or fence or, a line of stones.  

 

There are at least two such features at the south end of the Common [SBC, 113, SBC 114 & 

SBC118]. All follow across the line of the slope and lie above the steeper slopes of the valley. 

The banks are about 3.0-3.5m wide and 0.20m high on the upslope side and about 3.0m high 

on the down slope side. 

 

Such features are difficult to date and a more detailed survey may reveal further information 

about their relationship with other features.  

 

Archaeological and Historical Significance 

These banks are of local archaeological and historic significance. Although they lie hidden 

for the most part in woody undergrowth, as earthworks they contribute significantly to the 

character of the Common, which preserves many subtle ditches and banks. There is a 

possibility that the lynchets might be prehistoric in origin, dating from a time when the area 

may have been cultivated. The banks may preserve buried soil horizons of the old land 

surface and hence potentially palaeo-environmental evidence and even human artefacts. 

 

Overall Condition 

These features are in good condition. They lie within areas of secondary tree growth and 

scrub and are undisturbed.  
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Lynchet type bank [SBC114] 

 

 

 
Lynchet type bank [SBC 118] 

 

Figure 22. Lynchets 

 

Management Recommendations 

As with all the archaeological features on the Common, the aim is to minimise disturbance 

to the earthworks especially during periods of active management. Avoid siting bonfires 

over the earthwork as the heat from the fire can damage below ground features, as well as 

accumulating material on top of the feature. This is especially important given their 

potential for preserving buried former land surface soil horizons. 

 

 

6. “OLD GRAVEL PIT”  

Description 

Although known locally as the “Gravel Pit”, this was probably a stone quarry which may 

have been the source of some of the stone for St Peter‟s Church. A local quarry would have 

been sought and as James Alexander had given the land for the church to be built on, it may 

be that he also gave permission for stone digging. As Lord of the manor he would have 

retained the right of the minerals below the surface of the Common. So far no archive 

evidence has been found during this survey about the origin of the pit. 

 

This pit [SBC055] first appears on the historic maps in circa 1860 on the 1st Edition 25” 

Ordnance Survey Map. It is an elongated lozenge shape located on the west side of 

Constitutional Hill Road. The OS 1st edition 25”also shows two small rectangular enclosures 

to the south of the pit. By 1890 it is recorded as an “Old Gravel Pit”. It is shown devoid of 

trees but with a pond at its southern end. A solid line is shown around the western side, 

extending from the northern to the southern point, which appears on the ground as a 

boundary bank. The bank could be the remains of the top soil spoil taken back to form a 

boundary perhaps, hence its asymmetrical profile. 
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There are receipts for the manor pound but one which also refers to the Gravel pit. 

In 1878, Aaron Brown a builder and undertaker in Southborough was charged with Preparing posts 

and putting up fence at the Gravel Pit, fixing a Notice Board to a tree 14s 8d 

4 oak posts 6ft 5 by 4 11s 

3 Pr oak rails 10ft long 9s 

To repair Manor Pound, Labour and Materials  2s 8d. 58  

 

It might be that the fence was placed on top of a bank and ditch. This bank also shows on the 

LiDAR image [SBC 026, SBC106]  

 

Interestingly in 1890, John Deacon of Mabledon and Robert Pott of Bentham Hill, being 

Lords of the Manor and owners of the soil and freehold of the Common were approached by 

the Local Board for the District of Southborough to use the pit as a dump/store for gravel 

and stone. The map below is an extract from the agreement and marks the three areas where 

the material, stone, gravel and road scrapings, were to be placed. In the agreement it is 

called a gravel pit. No heap was to exceed 4ft 6” in height. 

 

 
Figure 23. The Gravel Pit, The Common, Southborough [R Fielder] [Source: Tunbridge Wells Museum and Art 

Gallery] There is another image of the pit dated 1868 in McCooey’s Book (2000), which also shows a much more 

open habitat than today. 59 

 

 

 

                                                           
58 KHLC TU1 M3/3 Receipts to Lords of the Manor of Southborough for repairs to the Manor Pound 
59 McCooey, C. 2000. Voices of Southborough and High Brooms. P 122 
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One of the paths across the pit 

 

 

 
Localised slumping of the sides 

 

Figure 24. Gravel Pit 

 

 

 
Figure 25. A cow grazing in the old gravel pit on Southbrough Common, forming a point on interest on a 

postcard c. 1910-1920. The damper conditions probably provided sweeter grass. 

[Source: Maxwell Macfarlane Archive Collection, Southborough Society] 

 

 

The Board hereby agree to mark the precise portions of the ground to be used for such heaps or 

deposits by slumping out or otherwise clearly defining the retrospective boundaries thereof Also to 

remove all or either of such deposit on receiving six months notice in writing to do so from the said 

John Deacon and Robert Pott or either of them. And with the view of keeping the Common free from  
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nuisances and all objectionable matters and things the said Board hereby agree that they will not 

permit paper refuse or rubbish of any kind to be mixed with the rod stones gravel and road scrapings 

or either of them and will use their best endeavours to prevent any such mixture And they also agree 

that they will forthwith put the road leading into the said pit shown on the said plan by the blue color 

between points A and B on the said plan into good and proper order and repair and will keep the same 

so long as they shall have the use of any or either of the said places of deposit.60 

 

The significance of agreement suggests that the material was only being left there for a short 

period, probably being used in making up, repairing existing roads or metalling some of the 

new routes across the Common. Between 1840 and 1860, some of the tracks were being 

formalised into highways across the Common. There is no evidence for these mounds as 

earthworks within the pit, however there may be evidence in the ground.  

 

 

 
Figure 26. Extract from the agreement to use the gravel pit as a place to deposit road material 

[Source; STC Uncatalogued archives] 

                                                           
60

 SBTC Agreement 1890 held in Southborough Common Archives Uncatalogued. 

Stone placed here 

100ft by 60ft 

Gravel placed here 

108ft by 50ft 

Road scrapings here 

70ft by 45ft 
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By circa 1930 the OS map shows the area covered by trees, suggesting that it had been 

disused since the 1890 agreement. Today the site is covered by mature trees with scrub 

undergrowth. The southern end is more open with areas of localised erosion where bikers 

use the slopes. 

 

The gravel pit was (and still is) an area popular with children; the sloping sides providing 

slides, which were sometimes “lubricated with frog spawn” as recounted by Joyce Cosham. 
61 Today it is used by mountain bikers.  

 

Archaeological and Historical Significance 

The gravel pit forms a prominent focal point on the Common. It is a landmark for bearings 

as one walks through the trees. It has an interesting history both as a large extraction pit and 

also a store for metalling for roads. It has a high local archaeological and historical 

significance. To the west of it are several large veteran oaks.  

 

 
 

 
Alignment of bank on west side of quarry [SBC066] 

 

 

 
Prominent portion of quarry bank [SBC026] 

 

Figure 27. Bank to quarry 
 

Overall Condition 

The pit is for the most part heavily overgrown, and contains at least two large yew trees. 

This made examining it in detail difficult. The LiDAR shows several features in the pit. One 

to the north might be the remains of where stone was stored; a raised bank is shown running 

NW-Se across this part along which on the ground a small path is aligned.  In some areas 

there has been localised slumping of the edges of the pit exacerbated by wind throw and 

damage by up turned root plates. Some erosion by bikers has also occurred in areas an in 

particular along the top of the bank on the western side. No evidence was found for the 

rectangular enclosures. 

 

 

                                                           
61

 McCooey, C 2000Voices of Southborough and High Brooms Tempus Oral History Series p49 
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Figure 28. The old gravel pit showing the line of the bank and the steep sides to the pit on an old postcard  

c. 1920. (Compare with the recent photoraphs above] 

[Source: Maxwell Macfarlane, Archive Collection, Southborough Society] 

 

 

Management Recommendations 

To undertake selective clearance of the site, to free up the yew trees and to allow for a more 

detailed examination of the floor of the pit, in order to establish its origins.  

 

 

7. OTHER EXTRACTION PITS 

Description 

The LiDAR shows several pits across the Common, and these appear to be smaller 

extraction pits, no more than 5.0 to 8.0m in diameter. Most lie in scrub and undergrowth. 

Three lie in a line at Modest Corner [SBC068-070] close to a holloway [SBC014]. Pit SBC 078 

lies just north of Kibbles Lane junction and may be a pit where stone or sand was dug to 

metal the road. 

 

Within the enclosed wood on the south side of the Common, the LiDAR image shows 

another extraction type feature [SBC060], following the line of the stream. On the ground 

this appears as steep slopes cut into the sides of the gill.  
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Archaeological and Historical Significance 

It is difficult to date or interpret the function of pits, but they are an important element of 

how the Common was used in the past.  The gill in the wood to the south of the Common 

this has significant potential for evidence of prehistoric or Roman iron working. 

 

Overall Condition 

The condition of the pits is good. The site in the enclosed wood was viewed from the path as 

the ground is steep and there is dens undergrowth in places. 

 

Management Recommendations 

Many lying in the scrub are undisturbed and should remain so during periods of active 

scrub management. Avoid siting bonfires for the brash in them. A more detailed survey of 

the wood to the south and especially the gill system could provide further information on 

how this valley was exploited in the past. 

 

 

8. PONDS 

Description 

There were several ponds on or adjacent to Southborough Common. A pond did develop in 

the southern end of the old gravel pit as described in Section 5. above. This was probably the 

result of where the excavations had reached more impermeable layers of clay beneath the 

sandstone. 

 

The sandy nature of the soils on the Common meant that ponds are confined to the valleys 

close to or a part of natural water courses. The main pond is that of „Holden Pond‟ which is 

located on the very edge of the Common south west of Holden House [SBC082]. Another 

large pond was located in front of Holden House as shown on the Tithe Map for Tonbridge, 

but has since been infilled [SBC094]. Both these ponds were created by the damming of the 

springs and stream which flow in this small valley. Many springs arise in the small valleys 

where the topography has reached impermeable clay layers. 

 

A further pond [SBC 064] was located opposite the Tannery (site of) between Holden road 

and a path across an open area of the Common. The Tannery would have used a significant 

amount of water in which to wash the skins after soaking in lime to remove the hair and to 

soak the skins in with the oak bark.  This is now dry and covered with trees and scrub.  

 

Archaeological and Historical Significance 

Water features are rare on the Common and easily dry up when conditions are dry, which is 

what makes those that remain of high local historical and ecological significance. It is 

unlikely that Holden pond retains much of archaeological interest in the form of silted 

deposits as it is actively managed in order to retain the fish. Silts from the pond were 

deposited in the old gravel pit at one time. However other sites of springs and small streams  
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such as on the western edge of the Common do retain a high archaeological significance 

having the potential for prehistoric finds associated with them.  

 

Overall Condition 

Pond SBC 064 has dried up, as has the one in the gravel pit when this survey was 

undertaken. Holden Pond is managed and contains at least 5 species of native fish. 62Holden 

Pond forms part of the water courses and water management in this small valley.  

 

Management Recommendations 

Leave the sites of the dried up ponds undisturbed and keep clear of scrub and mature tree 

growth. None for Holden Pond. 

 

 

 
Holden Pond looking north east 

 

 

 
Holden Pond looking south west 

 

Figure 29. Holden Pond 

 

 

9. SITE OF THE HORSE FAIR 

Description 

A roughly circular area was used on the Common as a place to trade horses, and possible 

used as a training ring. It is beautifully illustrated in the painting by John Fredrick Herring 

sr. “English Horse Fair on Southborough Common”. There are heavy horses accompanied by 

smock bedecked plough boys, trotting carriage horses with grooms, small ponies, and cobs 

suitable for dog carts for doctor‟s rounds. It represents a time when travel was by two or 

four legs only. According to Hasted a fair or market was operating in Southborough on 24th 

March yearly. 63 The site has not been clearly identified during this survey. Described as a 

grass covered ring or glade in 2000 64, much of the area now is covered by scrub. The two 

sites marked are based on LidAR [SBC101] and OS historical mapping [SBC106].  

 

 
                                                           
62 Brenda Wickens, Southborough Town Council pers, comm., 
63 Hasted, E. 1797, The History and Topographical Survey of the County of Kent V, p230 
64 McCooey, C. 2000 Voices of Southborough and High Brooms Tempus, p 49. 
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The site was also used by Mr Cullens an auxiliary postman, to beat carpets. He had a 

business collecting carpets from householders moving them on an old pram and then 

beating them to clean them before returning them to the householder. He could be heard 

beating them at Holden House.65 

 

Archaeological and Historical Significance 

The Horse ring is of local significance, especially with the painting as an illustration of what 

the trading was like. The area may preserve a high density of horse, shoes and nails 

embedded in the soil, a consequence of the density of animals. There may also have been a 

farrier operating at the „fair‟ as well. 

 

Overall Condition 

The area is now covered by a secondary growth of trees and scrub, with little grass, and thus 

is difficult to locate. 

 

Management recommendations 

The site might be identified and its extent identified by the use of a professional metal 

detectorist working under the guidance of the STC and KHWLP. However any digging 

would be an infringement of the Bye-laws of Southborough Common. The sites should be 

left undisturbed especially during periods of active management. 

 

 

10. SITE OF THE POST MILL 

Description 

A small post mill was located on the Common close to Modest Corner [SBC063]. It is 

graphically shown on the Ordnance Surveyor‟s Draft Drawings for the 1“ 1st Edition. The 

plot is also marked on the Tithe Map for Tonbridge c.1840 and as a small enclosure on the 

OS historic maps for the 25”. [See Section 16]. When the Common was transferred from the 

Potts of Bentham Hill to the Deacons of Mabledon, the wind mill plot was retained by the 

Potts, (which might have been to do with Capital Gains Tax perhaps).  The Windmill Plot 

was sold to SUDC in a separate transaction, to that of the Common and Whortleberry Wood. 

In 1948, trustees acting on behalf of Mrs M. S. Potts under the probate of the Will of Major 

William Hamilton Potts sold the windmill Plot for £25. 

 

Described as all that piece or parcel of land known as Windmill Plot situate at Southborough 

Common in the County of Kent which the boundaries and abuttals thereof is more particularly ?. 66 

Figure 30. [Source British Library on-line Mapping] 

 

The wife of Major William Hamilton Pott remembered the descent of ownership and the 

abuttals of the plot in a witness statement. 67 

                                                           
65 Ibid p50 
66

 STC Uncatalogued Archives 
67

 STC Archives for Southborough Common Uncatalogued Conveyance for the Windmill Plot 
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The site can be identified on the ground by 

low banks with a silted ditch forming a 

small enclosure which probably comprised 

a fence on a bank or possibly even a hedge. 

It was accessed by a track coming up the 

slope from Modest Corner, and terminating 

at the site of the windmill. It might be that 

the wind mill was worked in conjunction 

with the water corn mill at Bentham to the 

south west.  

 

Archaeological and Historical Significance 

This site is of high local archaeological and 

historical significance. Although no 

features apart from the outer boundary, 

remain. There may be below ground 

structures, still surviving 

[Source: OSDs British Mapping on line] 

 

 

 
Figure 31. Part of bank and silted ditch bounding the enclosure of the windmill plot 

 

Overall Condition 

The site of the windmill is undisturbed and lies in mature woodland, with some holly scrub. 

Some mature trees have grown on the bank.  

 

Management Recommendations 

The site should be left undisturbed, with only selective clearing of the holly scrub. Ensure 

that footpaths avoid the site in order to prevent erosion of the low banks and silted ditches 

of the outer boundary. 
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Figure 32. Extract from the sale transaction of the windmill plot, showing it highlighted in red 

[Source: Southborough Town Council Uncatalogued Archives] 

 

 

11. CHARCOAL HEARTH OR PLATFORM 

Description 

A small levelled platform [SBC 102] dug into the sloping ground and with charcoal dust 

impregnated soil lies close to a track leading from the site of the Tannary to Modest Corner. 

It is approx 8-10m in diameter. Interestingly it does not appear on the LiDAR but this may 

be due to the dense covering of holly in the area which may „hide‟ the platform. The site lies 

close to water at Holden Pond, with wood for charring possibly coming from either the 

Common or from the adjacent woodland. When it might have been in use and for what is 

not known.  

 

Archaeological and Historical Significance 

This platform may be one of several hidden in the scrub. It is of high archaeological and 

historical local significance. As an earthwork it represents one of several „industries‟ 

operating on the Common. These features are difficult to date but it is likely to be post-

medieval. 

 

Overall Condition 

The condition of the platform is good; it is hidden in scrub, though a path runs close by its 

back wall. 
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Figure 33. Charcoal Platform [SBC102] (yellow line marks the bottom of the back slope) 

 

Management Recommendations 

Undertake selective scrub clearance but minimise disturbance to the site. There is the 

possibility of further platforms of hearths including perhaps that for the charcoal burners 

hut. 

 

 

12. OTHER PLATFORMS 

Description 

There are several platform features on the Common, the most prominent is SBC 105. This is 

located on sloping ground opposite the area of the former Tannery. It lies in scrub but close 

to footpaths.  

 

The origin and function of these platform features is not clear. They may be the result of 

small scale turf digging or sites of charcoal burners huts, or they may be much older, 

perhaps prehistoric, especially as the ones referred to occur in the valley a stream which 

now feeds Holden Pond. 

 

Archaeological and Historical Significance 

The significance of these features is difficult to say at present as their age and function are 

not clear. More detailed survey and field walking may be required especially along the 

valley sides to see what other features may occur. 

 

Overall Condition 

Generally the condition is good and the features are undisturbed.  
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Figure 34. A levelled platform into slope opposite Holden Pond, one of three (SBC073) 

 

Management Recommendations 

Undertake any scrub clearance or tree work with minimum disturbance to the earthworks. 

Check against LiDAR for any further such sites along the edge of Holden Road 

 

 

13. FURTHER RESEARCH 

 There is considerable potential for further study of different aspects of Southborough 

Common. Already teams of volunteers have gained experience in conservation management 

and in recording veteran trees. With guidance from KHWLP, KCC Community 

Archaeologists and the Southborough Society local people can engage with and help in the 

care of the heritage resource and its wildlife, as well as researching more into the history of 

the management of the Common. 

 

13.1. Veteran Tree Survey 

 A tree survey is undertaken on behalf of the Southborough Town Council, to identify 

any potentially dangerous trees on the Common; those trees with decay and or broken 

branches. These are then targeted for remedial management to make them safe.68 

 

The Ancient tree Survey records three veteran trees (2 pedunculate and one sessile Oak) and 

one notable tree (Wild cherry) on the Common. 69 These records are to be supplemented 

with the results from a current Veteran Tree Survey being undertaken as part of the HLF 

project. 70A group of volunteers working with the Kent High Weald Landscape Partnership 

are  

                                                           
68 Keith Chalmers – Treeworks pers.comm. 
69 www.http/ati.woodlandtrust.org.uk/treesearch 
70

 Johnstone, I .Veteran tree Survey. In Southborough Society News Spring 2018 p11 

http://www.http/ati.woodlandtrust.org.uk/treesearch
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systematically recording the veteran and notable trees on the Common, each tree being 

recorded following the method by the Ancient Tree Forum, using GPS etc.  

 

This information if plotted on to GIS will give a distribution pattern of the remaining 

veteran trees and can be compared with historic maps, old postcards etc. to record where 

areas of old wood pasture survived and could be restored.  

 

13.2. Archaeological research 

 To understand in depth how any landscape has evolved over the millennia involves 

careful and systematic research, where each survey and find is recorded and made available 

for future researchers to build on the findings of others. The Kent Historic Environment 

Record held by Kent County Council (Heritage) which incorporates the Portable Antiquities 

is the central place for the recording of all archaeological events and finds relating. This 

survey will be submitted to the HER and provide those in the future with a base line for 

more detailed survey work. When finds and archaeological events such as digs, or metal 

detecting are undertaken and not recorded (or published) then that information together 

with the finds are effectively „lost‟ to further understanding of a landscape.  

 

There is keen local interest in the archaeology of Southborough and High Brooms, especially 

of the prehistoric period into the Medieval, and part of the outcome of this survey is to 

provide recommendations on how to guide this enthusiasm and which will follow „best 

archaeological practice‟ as set out by Historic England and the CIfA. 71 The Southborough 

and High Brooms Amateur Archaeological Society [SHAAS] 72 and the West Kent District 

Archaeology Group [WKD Archaeology] undertake archaeological investigations in the 

area.73 These groups provide the local community with opportunities to get involved with 

archaeology and the history of their local area. 

 

Therefore it is recommended that KHWLP in conjunction with the Community 

Archaeologist at KCC Heritage, together with Southborough Town Council and 

Southborough Society draw up one or more project brief/s and Project Design/s to guide 

future archaeological investigation on the Common and its adjacent land. Liaison with 

representatives from SHAAS and WKD Archaeology can then take place to develop a more 

co-ordinated approach to field survey, field walking, metal detecting and excavation.  

 

Such  project design/s should set out the aims and objectives of archaeological investigation; 

how the survey will be conducted and funded; how new finds will be analysed, conserved 

and properly archived and where the finds will be kept in the public domain; how the 

results of the survey will be written up and event records submitted to the Kent HER, with 

copies to the Southborough Society; together with revisable timetables. The proposed 

development and setting up of a Southborough Heritage Centre would provide an  

                                                           
71 See Historic England and the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists web sites for guidance on „Best Practice‟. 
72 www.southborougharchaeology.org 
73 Stapple N. 2017.  Local Archaeology. Southborough Society News. Autumn 2017 p13-14 

http://www.southborougharchaeology.org/
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opportunity to show case the archaeology of the Southborough area and the Common, with 

new findings being added to displays. The use of metal detectors on the Common is an 

infringement of the bye-laws, and again if the project was to include their use, permission 

must be sought from the Council and the survey undertaken by a detectorist/s with the 

appropriate affiliations such as the Kent Archaeological Society. The Community 

Archaeologist and the Portable Antiquities Officer at Kent County Council would be able to 

advise on this. 

 

13.3. Additional archive research 

 This project brought together existing research on the history of the Common and its 

owners, with consultation of selected original manuscripts. There are many more references 

and archives held at KHLC and TNA on the history of the Manor of South. One such 

document is the large bound volume of manorial records. 74 Systematic research will provide 

more detailed information not only on the services and dues of the Manor but also on the 

tenants and local families. Often in Latin and difficult to read, professional archive skills are 

needed to decipher the contents. Funds could be raised as part of future research and such 

skills could be sought in the local community or through archive offices. 

 

13.4. A century of landscape change 

 The Common at Southborough is in constant change. It is only 100 years since the 

Penticost Family grazed their dairy cows on the Common. Since the cessation in grazing, the 

vegetation has changed significantly with secondary woodland reaching maturity and 

obscuring views and walks. There is an excellent opportunity to use historic postcards and 

photographs to demonstrate how the Common has changed in the last 100 years and how 

with careful management the teams of volunteers under the guidance of KHWLP can restore 

some of these views and walks, together with key tree planting to replace some of the 19th 

century landscaping. 

 

 

 
A seat near Constitution Hill overlooking Holden 

 

 

 
The view as seen from the old seat 

 

Figure 35. Overgrown view point 

                                                           
74 KHLC U55 M392 Manor of South 1707-1779 
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The large collection of postcards archived by Maxwell Macfarlane (Southborough Society) 

and the guide books held at Tunbridge Wells Museum, provide an excellent opportunity to 

research land use change over the past 100 years, which can then inform future management 

of the Common. Some copies of the postcards have been used to illustrate this report but a 

more detailed comparison of the historic images with their present views on the ground 

would also be good to develop into an exhibition to demonstrate the importance of active 

management of the vegetation in order to conserve the wood pasture character and its flora 

and fauna.  

 

Figure 36. Comparison of views 

 
Victoria Road looking north circa 1920s  

 

 

 
Approximately the same view today  
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14. CONCLUSIONS 

 Southborough Common is an important historic landscape lying to the north and 

west of the town of Southborough. It has its origins as a wood pasture common in the Saxon 

period but as an open wood pasture it probably dates back to the prehistoric period, when 

early hunter/gatherer communities exploited this ridge and valley landscape. The relatively 

undisturbed nature the landscape means that prehistoric evidence may lie buried below the 

present ground surface on older soil horizons. Recent field survey work at Knole Park, has 

revealed Mesolithic material lying on an old soil horizon beneath the present ground 

surface.75 Although lying on Greensand, Knole Park, a medieval wood pasture and deer 

park also has a long continuity of landuse, similar to Southborough Common. 

 

It was in the medieval period that Southborough Common or Shirth came into being as we 

know it. A place for the pasturage of stock, exploitation of wood, turf and furze for fuel, and 

„waste‟ which could be encroached for settlement. The soils have never been ploughed or 

cultivated in the historic period, but impoverished through grazing, thus producing a 

unique ground flora. 

 

The history of the ownership of the manor of Southborough to which the common was 

attached, is closely allied to that of national history from the Conquest to the Elizabethan 

period after which the manor passed from the Crown and the aristocracy, to wealthy 

merchants and landed gentry, before coming into the „public domain‟ of the Southborough 

Town Council. 

 

The network of ditches, banks of the braided holloways are difficult to date but the wood 

banks around Whortleberry Wood and the enclosed wood to the south are most definitely 

medieval in date. The low lynchet type banks have the potential to be prehistoric in origin 

perhaps the remains of a former are of cultivation, above the valley of the gill to the south of 

the Common. The horse fair ring was difficult to locate but the windmill plot can still be 

traced on the ground, by the low banks with accompanying silted ditches. There are traces 

of charcoal production along the southern side of the Common, close to Modest Corner. This 

would fit with the area, which needed charcoal for both local iron production, and also the 

nearby gunpowder mill. Wood for charring would have come from the Common but also 

from the nearby enclosed woods, with a ready supply of water from the nearby streams and 

springs. 

 

Other levelled areas and amorphous earthworks also occur across the Common and might 

be remains of turf cutting or may potentially be prehistoric. As areas are cleared of holly 

scrub, more detailed recording of features may be needed as they are revealed and checked 

against the LiDAR.  

 

                                                           
75 Bartlett, A. 2007. Report on Archaeogeophysical Survey of Car Park Area of Knole Park for Oxford Archaeology; 

Alistair Oswald pers. comm. (Research Student, University of York, Archaeology Dept.)  
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Any future archaeological investigations should be conducted as part of an integrated 

project design approved by the landowners and undertaken under the guidance of a 

professional archaeologist. The finds and events should be recorded with the information 

submitted to the Kent Historic Environment Record and also to the Southborough Society. 

 

 
Figure 37. Medieval drove way now a bridelway on west side of Southborough Common 
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16. LIST OF HISTORIC MAPS 

 

DATE REFERENCE DESCRIPTION 

1575 Own copy Christopher Saxton Map of Sussex 

   

1767 KHLC  Andrews and Drury Topographical Survey of the 
County of Kent 

1797 Own copy Edward Hasted Hundreds of Kent Topographical 
History and Survey of Kent. 

1797-1801 BL on line mapping Ordnance Surveyors Draft Drawings for 1” First 
Edition Sheet  

1818 U642 T19 21-2 Release of the Manor of Southborough and certain 
lands in Kent. 

c.1840 KHLC IR 29/17/? Tithe Map for Tonbridge Part 2 

1860 Own copy OS 25” 1st Edition  

1890 Own copy OS 25” 2nd Edition 

1890 SBT Agreement to use Old Gravel Pit as store for road 
metalling 

1910 Own copy OS 25” 3rd Edition 

1930s Own copy OS 25” Revised Edition  

   

   

   

 

 
Figure 38. Ordnance Surveyor’s Draft Drawings for 1” 1st Edition 

[Source British Library – On-line Mapping 
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Figure 39. Extract from the Tithe Map of Tonbridge showing Southborough Common [IR 29/17/? C. 1840] 
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Figure 40.  Ordnance Survey 25” 1st Edition circa 1870 [OS Epoch 1] 
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Figure 41.  Ordnance Survey 25” 2nd Edition circa 1890 [OS Epoch 2]  
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Figure 42.  Ordnance Survey 25”  3rd Edition circa 1910 [OS Epoch 3] 
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Figure 43.  Ordnance Survey 25” Revised Edition circa 1930 [OS Epoch 4] 
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17. TUNBRIDGE WELLS MUSEUM - ARCHIVES 

 

Reference Description 

2015.160 Holden Pond 1860. Copyright Southborough Society 1977 

2015.156 View from Pennington Road 

96/973 22763 Southborough Common Holden Road [colour] 

94/88 Southborough Common Hand and Sceptre PH 

96/971 Tunbridge Wells [cricket field Southborough Common] 

96/970 London Road Southborough 1392[J Witch and Son Photographer and 
Publisher, Portsmouth. Printed in Belguim] 

96/969 Southborough from the Common, Tunbridge Wells. 16053 [J Witch and Son 
Photographer and Publisher, Portsmouth. Printed in Belguim] 

73/02 [2 pictures] Path through the woods to Southboro‟ Victoria Road Southboro 
Common  

96/975 Sunshine and Shadow, Southborough Common Sunshine Series 
Photographed and Printed by E.A. Sweetman & Son Tunbridge Wells 

82/78(4)  9865 Holden Corner, Southborough Common [Sologlaze Series Photographed 
and Printed by E.A. Sweetman & Son Tunbridge Wells] 

96/972 30054 Southborough Common Tunbridge Wells  

68/08(3) Southborough Official Guide 3rd Ed. including Street Guide c. 1929 

87/26 Half Holiday Handbooks. Round Tunbridge Wells London. T Fisher Unwin 1 
shilling 

36/34 Southborough its chalybeate springs, climate and attractions Health Resort 

87/77 Colban‟s New Guide for Tunbridge Wells 1846 

88/136 SPRANGE 1786 

87/180 R Fielder Southborough nd [Book of photos] 

81/228  Tunbridge Wells Guide 1834 

92/498  Colban‟s New Plan of Tunbridge Wells 

94/292 Pelton‟s 6d Guide to Tunbridge Wells 

81/231 1832 Britton Descriptive Sketches of Tunbridge Wells and Calverley Estate 

98/130 St John Colban‟s Guide and Listed Handbook to Tunbridge Wells and 
Neighbourhood 1884 

81/214 BURR The History of Tunbridge Wells 1766 

85/31 Brackett‟s Illustrated Handbook to Tunbridge Wells 1868 4th ed 

87/80 The Walks and Drive Guide 1902 

81/226 Clifford‟s Descriptive Guide of Tunbridge Wells 3d ed 1823 [Not rel] 
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18. KENT HISTORY AND LIBRARY CENTRE 

 

U309 T28/2 1590-1683 

Copyhold Land of the Manor of Southborough 

 

U442 M67. 1621  

Rental for the Manor of South. (1 small volume on microfiche. Detailed in English but with 

bleed through of ink) 

Lists all the tenants, freeholders, borsholders and cottagers, including those with newly 

erected cottages on the manorial „waste‟ or shirth of Southborough Common. 

 

U55 M392 1707-1779  

Manor of Southborough (Smythe Estate). 

Court papers, rentals, lists of tenants etc. (1 large bound volume mostly in Latin and difficult 

to read. This will need specialist transcription). 

In 1778 there is reference to land being taken in from the Common or “shirth”. 

 

U55 M394 1740-1766 

Manor of Southbrough. Vouchers and ? 1 vol. 

 

U 151 E12 1748 

Dispute over heriot for due Manor of Southborough 

 

U249 M1-3 1728-1892 

Court Books for the Manor of Southborough 

 

U249 M4 1774-1846 

Extracts from the Court Books for the Manor of Southborough 

 

U249 M5-10 1743-1871 

Rentals (6) for the Manor of Southborough 

 

U642 T19 1791 – 1818 

27 & 28 June 1791 William Hale and Others Trustees to the Earl of Darnley. Attested Copy of 

Lease Release and Conveyance of the manor of South. 

 

20/2/1818 Lease for a year The Right Honourable John Earl of Darnley to James Alexander 

MP. Release of the Manor of South alias Southborough and Certain Lands in Kent. 

 

21/2/1818. The Right Honourable John Earl of Darnley to James Alexander MP. Release of 

the Manor of South alias Southborough and Certain Lands in Kent. 
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21/2/1818 The Rt Hon Du Pre Earl of Caledon to James Alexander. Deed of Covenant to 

produce Deeds 

 

TR 2478/1-2 1868.  

Transcriptions of various documents for the Manor of South alias Southborough plus other 

notes on its history by George Crundwell, former bailiff of the Manor of Southborough.  

 

Extract ?  

Copy of the Rental of the Manor of Southborough 1822 with additions by George Crundwell 

in 1868. James Alexander is described as being “formerly Lord of the Manor”. 

 

An account of the holders of property originally taken from the Common or „Shirth‟ at 

Southborough by grant. Taken from Mr Horner‟s Map of 1818. 

 

Extract 2  

Of the Manor of Southborough alias South  

Bounds of manor by other manors plus history of ownership 

 

Extract 3  

History and account 

Of the Manor of Tonbridge and the Lowey 

Hugo de Audley and Margaret his wife 

Recites the perambulations of the Lowey in the C13 

 

Extract 4 

The Manor and Castle of Tonbridge 

 

Extract 5. 

History and account  

of the Manor of Southfrith with the descent in ownership, plus the customs which the 

copyholders owe to said manor 

The sale of the Woodgate Estate from The Times 

 

Extract 6 Miscellaneous  

Of the Priory, the church and Tythes of Tonbridge 

Rippiers or Ryppers – Men who brought fresh fish from Coast namely Rye to London, who 

paid for the maintenance of the roads before Turnpikes. 


